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ABSTRACT

Architectural imperatives due to the slowing of Moore’s Law, the broad acceptance of relaxed semantics and the O(n!) worst case verification complexity of sequential histories motivate a new
approach to concurrent correctness. Desiderata for a new correctness condition are that it be independent of sequential histories, compositional over objects, flexible as to timing, modular as to
semantics and free of inherent locking or waiting. This dissertation proposes Quantifiability, a
novel correctness condition based on intuitive first principles. Quantifiablity is formally defined
with its system model. Useful properties of quantifiability such as compositionality, measurablility
and observational refinement are demonstrated.
Quantifiability models a system in vector space to launch a new mathematical analysis of concurrency. The vector space model is suitable for a wide range of concurrent systems and their
associated data structures. Proof of correctness is facilitated with linear algebra, better supported
and of more efficient time complexity than traditional combinatorial methods.
Experimental results are presented showing that quantifiable data structures are highly scalable
due to their use of relaxed semantics, an implementation trade-off that is explicitly permitted by
quantifiability. The speedups attainable are theoretically analyzed. Because previous work lacked
a metric for evaluating such trade-offs, a new measure is proposed here that applies communication theory to the disordered results of concurrent data structures. This entropy measure opens
the way to analyze degrees of concurrent correctness across implementations to engineer system
scalability and evaluate data structure quality under different workloads. With all its innovation,
quantifiability is presented the context of previous work and existing correctness conditions.
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CHAPTER 1: INTRODUCTION TO CONCURRENT CORRECTNESS

A general definition of program correctness is, "given a set of inputs, the program produces the
expected output." This being a doctoral dissertation in computer science, the reader may be familiar
with the vast theoretical literature on the correctness of computer programs. Also the hundreds of
software tools, methods, and engineering practices to bring programs closer to the ideal of reliably
doing what they are expected to do.
Leaving aside theory, tools and techniques, consider the ontology of proving a program to be
correct. It starts with an experience most programmers have been through. They are writing a
program that does something important. The program seems to always output a result that can
be verified as expected. But what if it does not! Rather than randomly testing the output, the
programmer seeks certainty. Usually testing all the possible inputs is too time consuming, and
there are often an infinite number of inputs. The programmer thinks, "This is just logic and math,
there must be a way to prove the program is correct." But this is not so easy as it seems to be.
Proving that the correct output will always happen, i.e. proving program correctness is difficult
for sequential programs, but they are at least expected to be deterministic Abelson and Sussman
(1996).
Concurrent programs are the subject of this study. Concurrent programs are not deterministic. In
a non-deterministic program it is possible to have multiple correct outputs given the same input.
They might even conflict with each other, sometimes true and sometimes false, sometimes high
and sometimes low, and all different orderings of values. Clearly a different meaning of program
correctness applies for concurrent programs versus sequential programs. In a concurrent program
there may be a great number of correct results. Traditional correctness conditions to be discussed
here that do place bounds on the result set. Over the past 30 years sophisticated methods have
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evolved to show that the program can always generate a result in bounds. But as concurrent systems
now can comprise up to thousands of independent threads, these methods have reached the limit
of their practical application. Consider 64 threads executing simultaneously a single program
statement, a common event in a multiprocessor program that might take less than a millisecond.
There are 64! = 1089 possible execution orderings in this brief span of time, some of which will
be correct, and a great number of which might not be. For comparison, the number of atoms in the
universe is thought to be orders of magnitude smaller, about 1082 .
Making life even more difficult for engineers, there is not a measure of degrees of correctness. Correctness as currently defined is a binary concept, so there is no attempt to compare two systems to
see which one is "more correct" than the other. This dissertation proposes an alternative to existing
practices that have evolved to become unnecessarily complex and fail to address the fundamental
trade-offs inherent in speeding up concurrent executions.

Correctness Conditions

There are a number of correctness conditions for concurrent systems: Papadimitriou (1979); Lamport (1979a); Herlihy and Wing (1990a); Herlihy and Shavit (2012a); Aspnes et al. (1994); Afek
et al. (2010a); Ou and Demsky (2017). The difference between the correctness conditions resides
in the allowable method call orderings based on the thread interleavings in a concurrent history.
Serializability Papadimitriou (1979) places no constraints on the method call order. Sequential
consistency Lamport (1979a) requires that each method call takes effect in program order, i.e., all
methods called by the same thread respect call order. Linearizability Herlihy and Wing (1990a)
requires that each method call takes effect at some instant between its invocation and response;
i.e. each method call takes effect in real-time order. The instruction between the invocation and
response where the effects of a method call become visible is the linearization point. Method calls
2

that deviate from real-time order are relaxed behaviors.
A correctness condition P is compositional if and only if, whenever each object in the system
satisfies P, the system as a whole satisfies P Herlihy and Shavit (2012a). Linearizability is a
desirable correctness condition for systems of many shared objects where the ability to reason
about correctness in a compositional manner is essential. Sequential consistency is suitable for a
standalone system without compositional objects that requires program order of method calls to be
preserved such as a hardware memory interface. Other correctness conditions Aspnes et al. (1994);
Afek et al. (2010a); Ou and Demsky (2017) are defined that permit relaxed behaviors of method
calls to obtain performance enhancements in concurrent programs.
These correctness conditions require a concurrent history to be equivalent to a sequential history.
While this way of defining correctness enables concurrent programs to be reasoned about using
verification techniques for sequential programs Guttag et al. (1978); Hoare (1978), it imposes
several inevitable limitations on a concurrent system. Such limitations include 1) requiring the
specification of a concurrent system to be described as if it were a sequential system, 2) restricting
the method calls to respect data structure semantics and to be ordered in a way that satisfies the
correctness condition, leading to performance bottlenecks, and 3) burdening correctness verification with a worst-case time complexity of O(n!) to compute the sequential histories for each of the
possible interleavings of n concurrent method calls.
The possible interleavings are generated by a model checker, a static analysis tool that checks the
program specification for the behaviors exhibited in the program state-space. Some correctness
verification tools have provided optimizations Vechev et al. (2009); Ou and Demsky (2017) integrated into model checkers that accept user annotated linearization points to reduce the search
space of possible sequential histories to O(n) time in addition to the O(p · d · r) time to perform
model checking with dynamic partial-order reductions, where p is the number of processes, d is the
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maximum size of the search stack, and r is the number of transitions explored Flanagan and Godefroid (2005). However, this optimization technique for correctness verification is only effective if
all methods have fixed linearization points.

Drivers for Change

Multicore processors are about to revolutionize the way we design and use data
structures.
Nir Shavit, Data Structures in the Multicore Age (2011)

As predicted by Shavit (2011) a decade ago, concurrent data structures have arrived at a tipping
point where change is inevitable. Impeding progress in the field, concurrent correctness is still
determined using outdated tools and abstractions. Three drivers converge to motivate new thinking
about correctness:

• Architectural demands to utilize multicore resources National Research Council et al. (2011).
• General acceptance of relaxed semantics Gruber et al. (2016); Haas et al. (2013a); Wimmer
et al. (2015a); Henzinger et al. (2013a); Alistarh et al. (2018); Adhikari et al. (2013); Shavit
and Taubenfeld (2015); Rihani et al. (2015); Derrick et al. (2014); Afek et al. (2010a).
• The intractable O(n!) complexity of concurrent system models Alur et al. (1996) prompting
the search for reductions Adhikari et al. (2013); Emmi and Enea (2017); Liang and Feng
(2013); Derrick et al. (2011); O’Hearn et al. (2010); Guerraoui et al. (2012); Baier and Katoen (2008); Amit et al. (2007); Elmas et al. (2010); Derrick et al. (2007); Tofan et al. (2014);
Khyzha et al. (2016); Bäumler et al. (2011); Bouajjani et al. (2017); Wen et al. (2018); Singh
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et al. (2016); Alistarh et al. (2018); Schellhorn et al. (2014); Feldman et al. (2018); Khyzha
et al. (2017).

Inspired by Descartes

Quantifiability relies on the efficiency of linear algebra, the fusion of algebra and geometry that was
Descartes’ vision. Its foundation on first principles rather than building upon the complex edifice of
existing concurrent correctness conditions was also inspired by Descartes. Among principles that
describe concurrent system behavior, the objects involved and methods called are in the category of
first principles while the timing, order and resultant output values may be considered the secondary
effects that would not exist without them.

Now, these principles must possess two conditions: in the first place, they must be
so clear and evident that the human mind, when it attentively considers them, cannot
doubt their truth; in the second place, the knowledge of other things must be so dependent on them as that though the principles themselves may indeed be known apart
from what depends on them, the latter would not be known apart from the former.
Rene Descartes, Principles of Philosophy (preface to French edition of 1647)

First principles define things that stand alone, while secondary principles such as order make no
sense without referring to the things being ordered . This view accords with intuition: Tardiness
to a meeting depends upon there being a meeting at all, as opposed to having uninvited people
show up randomly instead. In a horse race, first principles define that the jockeys and horses are
the same ones who started; only then does the order of finish makes sense. The intuition that the
events themselves are more important than their order, and that conservation is a prerequisite for
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ordering will be motivated. The following examples are defined in accordance with the traditional
correctness analysis.

Concurrent Histories

In the 1980’s where there were two or at most four concurrent threads on a single processor, the
first definitions of concurrent correctness were proposed. These definitions logically built on the
sequential executions that were prevalent at the time. They took the activity of multiple threads
executing a program and mapped them to a sequential timeline. The concept of a concurrent
history was born. This sequential version of the concurrent history could be reasoned with using the
familiar techniques. Mapping the problem of concurrent correctness to the problem of sequential
program correctness, which was known to be difficult and had already been studied for decades
without a definitive answer, was a dubious choice.
A program on a computer with multiple threads interacting gives unpredictable results. The programmer of such a system, asked if their program were correct would be embarrassed to answer,
“sometimes.” Indeed early researchers were not delighted with the idea of statistical correctness,
so they seized on a unique concept: a concurrent program would be deemed correct if at least one
of the possible histories was found to be correct [ref]. A concurrent program could have billions
of executions where results were far from what was expected, but if a single path could be shown
that gave a perfect result, the program is correct.
P0
P1

pushx0 (7)

popx0 (7)
pushx1 (8)

History H1: Sequentially consistent and “almost”
linearizable.
A concurrent history H defines the events in a system of concurrent processes and objects. An ob6

ject subhistory, H|O, of a history H is the subsequence of all events in H that are invoked on object
O Herlihy and Wing (1990a). Consider history H1 on object x with Last-In-First-Out (LIFO) semantics. The notation follows the convention mop (i), where m is the method, o is the object, p is
the process, and i is the item to be input or output. H1 is serializable and also sequentially consistent. H1 is not linearizable, but it would be if the interval of pushx0 (7) were slightly extended to
overlap pushx1 (8) or a similar adjustment were made relative to popx0 (7). Linearizability requires
determining “happens before” relationships among all method calls to project them onto a sequential timeline. Doing this with a shared clock timing the invocation and response of each method
call is not feasible Sheehy (2015). What is available, given some inter-process communication,
is a logical clock Lamport (1978). Linearizability is sometimes “relaxed”, creating loopholes to
enable performance gains. Without timing changes, H1 is linearizable using k-LIFO semantics
where k >= 2 Shavit and Taubenfeld (2015).
P0
P1

pushx0 (7)

popx0 (3)
pushx1 (8)

History H2: Not serializable because calls return
“out-of-thin-air” value.
Consider history H2 on the same object x. H2 is not serializable, not sequentially consistent,
not linearizable, and no changes in timing will allow H2 to meet any of these conditions. Also,
there is no practical relaxation of semantics that accepts H2. There is an essential difference in
the correctness of H1 and H2. What happened in history H1 is intuitively acceptable, given some
adjustments to when (timing) and how (relaxed semantics) it happened. What happened in history
H2 is impossible, as it creates the return value 3 from nothing. As in the equestrian example,
item 3 is not one of the starting horses. The method calls on object x produce an “out-of-thin-air”
value Boehm and Demsky (2014). A correctness condition that captures the difference between
H1 and H2 allows separating the concerns of what happened and when according to the (possibly
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relaxed) semantics.
P0
P1

popx0 (7)

pushy0 (8)

popy1 (8)

pushx1 (7)

History H3: Serializable, not sequentially consistent.

History H3 has two objects x and y. The projections H3|x and H3|y are serializable. The combined history H3 is serializable. Projections H3|x and H3|y are also sequentially consistent.
However, their composition into H3 is not sequentially consistent. Sequential consistency is not
compositional Lamport (1978). Projection H3|x is not linearizable, therefore H3 is also not linearizable.
P0
P1

popy0 (null ∨ 8)

pushx0 (7)

popx1 (null ∨ 7)

pushy1 (8)

History H4: Conditional pop makes H3 sequentially
consistent.

A method is total if it is defined for every object state; otherwise it is partial. Conditional semantics
are semantics that enable a partial method to return null upon reaching an undefined object state.
History H4 is the same as H3 with the exception of introducing conditional semantics for pop,
making explicit a common relaxation of how a stack works. History H4 is sequentially consistent
with conditional semantics because the dependencies on the push and pop by different threads
require the pop by one of the threads to return null to retain program order.
But conditional pop is not consistent with early formal definitions of the stack abstract data type
where pop on an empty stack threw an error Guttag (1976) or a signal Liskov and Wing (1994).
The semantics of these exceptions were taken seriously Gogolla et al. (1984). Invariants prevented
exceptions, and there was “no guarantee” of the result if they were violated Zaremski and Wing
8

(1995). The conditional pop can be traced to the literature on performance Badrinath and Ramamritham (1987), where the requirement to handle errors and check invariants is ignored. Conditional
semantics remain prevalent in recent work, extending to proofs of correctness allowing two different linearization points with respect to the same method calls Amit et al. (2007). Allowing a stack
pop to conditionally return null is not merely a convenience for performance benchmarks. Altering the semantics of pop to return null is as significant as changing the order in which items are
returned. Imagine the task of debugging even a simple sequential process if the result of method
calls defined inside the program were conditional upon events occurring outside the program. For
example, define x- as a method λx.(x − 1), which a process calls respecting the invariant that
x>0. Now suppose that the method occasionally returns null and fails to decrement x. This is
analogous to the behavior of a concurrent stack with a conditional pop.
Type theory supports the view that conditional semantics, although permissible, alter the method
just as fundamentally as other semantic changes. A well-cited formal definition of an abstract data
type confirms this Zaremski and Wing (1995), representing both the empty stack invariant and the
ordering of return values for pop as subtypes of an unordered “bag” of items. Each is a separate
concern, explicitly implemented within a type system.
P0
P1
P2

popz0 (null ∨ 1)

popz0 (null ∨ 1)

popz1 (null ∨ 1)
pushz2 (1)
History H5: P 0 keeps trying to pop.

Progress guarantees are defined for concurrent programs to ensure that the program does not reach
a state that prevents system progress. Deadlock occurs when each thread in the system requires a
resource that is held by another thread such that system-wide progress is halted indefinitely. Starvation occurs when some thread cannot acquire a resource because this resource is continuously
being acquired by other threads. Deadlock-freedom is the property that a program will never reach
9

deadlock. Starvation-freedom is the property that all threads will never reach starvation. Lock-free
programming avoids the pitfalls associated with lock acquisition, but may still experience progress
delays due to dependencies. Lock-freedom is the property that some thread is guaranteed to make
progress. Wait-freedom is the property that all threads are guaranteed to make progress.
History H5 illustrates a problem with the conditional pop. Consider a stack that allocates a scarce
resource. P 0 issued a request before P 1 and repeats it soon after, but gets nothing. H5 might be
repeated many times with P 1 and P 2 exchanging the item. The scheduler allocates twice as many
requests per cycle to P 0 as either P 1 or P 2, so why is there starvation? It is because conditional
pop is inherently unfair. Although P 0 is not blocked in the sense of waiting to complete the
method Herlihy (1991), conditional pop causes it to repeatedly lose its place in the ordering of
requests. It might be called “progress without progress.” Recall that serializability causes inherent
blocking and this was used to show the benefits of linearizability Herlihy and Wing (1990a). A
new correctness condition should be free of inherent unfairness as well.

10

CHAPTER 2: QUANTIFIABILITY

Quantifiability is concerned with the impact of method calls on the system as opposed to the
projection of a method call onto a sequential timeline. The configuration of an arbitrary element
comprises the values stored in that element. The system state is the configuration of all the objects
that represents the outcome of the method calls by the processes.

Desiderata

Multicore programming is considered an art Herlihy and Shavit (2012a) and is generally regarded
as difficult. The projection of a concurrent history onto a sequential timeline provided an abstraction to understand systems with a few processes and led to definitions of their correctness. Linearizability, being compositional, ensures that reasoning about system correctness is linear with
respect to the number of objects. But verifying linearizability for an individual object is not linear
in the number of method calls. Systems today may have thousands of processes and millions of
method calls, far beyond the capacity of current verification tools. The move from art to an engineering discipline requires a new correctness condition with the following desirable properties:

• Conservation What happens is what the methods did. Return values cannot be pulled from
thin air (history H2). Method calls cannot disappear into thin air (history H5).
• Measurable Method calls have a certain and measurable impact on the system, not sometimes null (history H4).
• Compositional Demonstrably correct objects and their methods may be combined into
demonstrably correct systems (history H3).
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• Unconstrained by Timing Correctness based on timing limits opportunities for performance gains and incurs verification overhead when comparing the method call invocation
and response times to determine which method occurs first in the history (history H1).
• Lock-free, Wait-free, Deadlock-Free, Starvation-Free Design of the correctness condition
should not limit or prevent system progress.

This dissertation proposes Quantifiability, a new definition of concurrent correctness that does not
require reference to a sequential history. Freeing analysis from this historical artifact of the era of
single threaded computation and establishing a purely concurrent correctness condition is the goal
of this paper. Quantifiability eliminates the necessity of demonstrating equivalence to sequential
histories by evaluating correctness of a concurrent history based solely on the outcome of the
method calls. Like other conditions it does require atomicity of method calls and enables modular
analysis with its compositional properties. Additionally, Quantifiability requires conservation of
method calls; that is, method calls do not produce “out-of-thin-air” results Boehm and Demsky
(2014) nor fail unless explicitly cancelled.
The elimination of constraints such as method call ordering and data structure semantics as permitted by quantifiability enables concurrent histories to be represented in vector space. The vector
space model eliminates the need for determining concurrent correctness based on equivalence to
a sequential history. Instead of generating a worst-case O(n!) possible sequential histories when
determining program correctness, we propose to use linear algebra applied to concurrent histories
represented in the vector space model to reason about correctness. Although it is not possible to
foresee all uses of the vector space model, we demonstrate the use of linear algebra to efficiently
verify concurrent histories as quantifiable.
For example, consider a concurrent queue q with methods enqueue (enq) and dequeue (deq).
Thread 1 calls q.enq(a), q.deq(), Thread 2 calls q.enq(b). Assume that Thread 1’s deq returns
12

q.enq(a)
q.deq()
 
 : b q.enq(b)
 
 
1
0
0
+
+
= 1
0
−1
1
0

(2.1)

b and the final queue state is [a]. To ensure that this history is linearizable, the user must maintain
timestamps for the invocation and response of each method call, and check that the invocation of
q.enq(b) occurs before the response of q.enq(a). The time complexity for this strategy requires
O(n2 ) to determine if a method call “happens before” another method call, and O(n!) worst-case
time to enumerate the possible sequential histories that are 1) legal for a First-In-First-Out (FIFO)
queue and 2) preserve the ordering constraint required for linearizability. Now suppose that the
method call ordering is not important. In this case, the O(n2 ) time to compare method call invocation and response timestamps can be eliminated. Furthermore, if correctness is not defined in
terms of sequential histories, the O(n!) time to enumerate all possible sequential histories can also
be eliminated. The properties of interest are that the method call responses appear to execute atomically and in isolation, and method calls do not return null upon reaching an undefined state unless
explicitly cancelled; that is, the method calls are conserved. These properties can be verified by
maintaining a vector that expresses the input/output of the method call. In the previously described
concurrent queue example, suppose that the method calls are represented as column vectors where
index 0 represents input a and index 1 represents input b. The values for the vector elements are
assigned in the following way. The vector representing enq assigns a 1 to the index corresponding
to the input. The vector representing deq assigns a -1 to the index corresponding to the output. It is
intuitive that q.deq() : b corresponds to q.enq(b), which is verified by adding the method call vectors and checking that each element of the resulting vector is greater than or equal to 0, as shown
in Equation 2.1.
This dissertation presents and formally defines quantifiability, a new correctness condition that
models a concurrent system in vector space to overcome the limitations of defining correctness
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through equivalence to sequential histories. Contributions to the field are:

1. We propose quantifiability as a concurrent correctness condition.
2. We show that quantifiability is compositional and non-blocking. and that it implies observational refinement.
3. We introduce linear algebra as a formal tool for reasoning about concurrent systems.
4. We present a verification algorithm for quantifiability with a significant improvement in time
complexity compared to analyzing all possible sequential histories.
5. A quantifiably correct concurrent stack and queue are implemented and shown to scale well.

Concurrent systems must make progress while ensuring that methods never cause an inconsistent
state. This requirement is divided into a progress condition (liveness) and a correctness condition
(safety). The rate of progress is performance, which limits the size of the computation that can be
accomplished in a given interval. When all pending methods have completed, the system is said to
be quiescent. At such time its state depends only upon the objects. Concurrent systems that are far
from quiescent are of interest. Loaded with pending methods, they demand that multiprocessing
provide the speedup formerly granted by Moore’s Law.
The analogous metric for correctness is complexity, which limits the size of the system to which it
can be applied. Complexity typically arises from the size of the state space as a concurrent history
is exploded into multiple sequential histories.
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Definition of Quantifiability

A familiar way to introduce a correctness condition is to state principles that must be followed for
it to be true Herlihy and Shavit (2012a). Quantifiability embodies two principles.
Principle 1. Method conservation: Method calls are first class objects in the system that must
succeed, remain pending, or be explicitly cancelled.

Principle 1 requires that every instance of a process calling a method, including any arguments
and return values specified, is part of the system state. The state of a concurrent system is that of
objects and the methods pending on them.
Method calls are not ephemeral requests, but “first class” Abelson et al. ([n.d.]); Strachey (1967)
members of the system. All remain pending until they succeed or are explicitly cancelled by
the client that invoked the method call. Method calls may not be cancelled implicitly as in the
conditional pop. Actions expected from the method by the calling process must be completed. This
includes returning values (if any) and making the expected change to the state of the concurrent
object on which the method is defined.
Duplicate method calls can be handled in several ways conforming to Principle 1. A duplicate call
might be considered a syntactic shorthand for “cancel the first operation and resubmit”, or it could
throw a run-time error to have identical calls on the same address. Alternatively an index could
be added to the method call to uniquely identify it such that it can be distinguished from other
identical calls.
Quantifiable semantics support these options in blocking and non-blocking versions well suited
to the type systems of programming languages. For example, types can be extended to include
permitting threads to pre-request some number of method calls, and the ability to assign priority to
15

the method call independent of the order represented in the data structure. This shows the flexibility
as a quantifiable priority queue could prioritize the items in the queue and the incoming requests.
Principle 2. Method quantifiability: Method calls have a measurable impact on the system
state.

Principle 2 requires that every method call owns a scalar value, or metric, that reflects its impact on
system state. There is some total function that computes this metric for each instance of a method
call.
Building on Principle 1 that conserves the method calls themselves, Principle 2 requires that a value
can be assigned to the method call. All method calls “count.” The conservation of method calls
along with the measurement of their impact on system state is what gives quantifiability its name.
Values are assigned as part of the correctness analysis. As with concepts such as linearization
points, these values are not necessarily part of the data structure, but are artifacts for proving
correctness.
The assignment of values to the method calls may be straightforward. For the stack abstract data
type, push is set to +1 and pop is set to -1. Figure 2.1 shows how this would be implemented in
practice.
In the example, three items of data are pushed onto the stack, the state of the system at time A.
Then follow five successive requests to pop items off of the stack, shown are time B. The last two
method calls cannot be fulfilled at this time, but they must be conserved, so they wait for new
data. In a language with direct addressing such as C, the memory address of the location where
data should be sent may be associated with the request. The pending pop methods yield a stack of
height of -2 at time B.
Sometimes value assignments are subtle: Principle 1 requires that reads are first class members of
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Figure 2.1: Negative stack formed @timeB after 3 push followed by 5 pop calls.

the system state, so performing them is a state change. Reads will have a small but measurable
impact, unlike reads in other system models that are considered to have no effect on system state.
Probes such as a contains method on a set data type also have a value.
These two principles enable computation of the system state so that quantifiability can be verified
without reference to a sequential history. Completed methods have a value. Pending methods too
are first class members of the system state. Methods are conserved and have an indefinite lifespan,
although they may be explicitly cancelled. There is no need to record them in a sequential history
to make a statement about correctness.
An informal definition of quantifiability is now presented to provide the reader with intuition regarding the meaning of quantifiability. The informal definition is followed by a description of the
vector space model in Section 2 and a formal definition of quantifiability in Section 2.
Definition 1. (Informal). A history H is quantifiable if each method call in H succeeds, remains
pending, or is explicitly canceled, and the effect of each method call appears to execute atomically
and in isolation. Furthermore, the effect of every completed method call makes a measurable
contribution to the system state.

It may appear as though quantifiability is equivalent to serializability. However, quantifiability
does not permit method calls to return null upon reaching an undefined object state. Quantifiability
measures the outcome of every method call by virtue of its completion. This subtle difference
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directly impacts the complexity of analysis, and can lead to throughput increases for quantifiability
when designing a data structure. Quantifiable data structures and their performance is discussed in
further details in Section ??. Related work in the context of correctness conditions, complexity of
proving correctness, and design of related data structures is discussed in Section 2.

System Model

A concurrent system is defined here as a finite set of methods, processes, objects and items. Methods define what happens in the system. Methods are defined on a class of objects but affect only
the instances on which they are called. Processes are the actors who call the methods, either in a
predetermined sequence or asynchronously driven by events.
A method call is a pair consisting of an invocation and next matching response Herlihy and Wing
(1990a). An invocation is pending in history H if no matching response follows the invocation Herlihy and Wing (1990a). An execution of a concurrent system is modeled by a concurrent history
(or simply history), which is a finite sequence of method call invocation and response events Herlihy and Wing (1990a). A concurrent object, or simply object, is data object shared by concurrent
processes Herlihy and Wing (1990a). An item is data passed as an argument to and returned as a
result from completed method calls on the concurrent objects.
Each method call is specified by a tuple (Method, Process, Object, Item). A method call with
input or output that comprises multiple items can be represented as a single structured item. An
execution of a concurrent system is modeled by a concurrent history (or simply history), which is
a multiset of method calls Herlihy and Wing (1990a).
Objects are encapsulated containers of concurrent system state. Objects are where things happen.
Items are data passed as arguments to and returned as a result from completed method calls on the
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concurrent objects. Method invariants and semantics place constraints such as order, defining how
things happen. Quantifiable concurrent histories are serializable so every method call takes effect
during the interval spanning the history, meaning that when method calls occur may be reordered
to achieve correctness.
Convolutions of the system model components are prohibited, so for example methods may not
create or modify processes, objects cannot be items, items cannot morph into each other, processes
are not themselves items. Although the domain of possible methods, processes, objects, and items
is infinite, actual concurrent histories are a small subset of these.
The set of items in a concurrent history is often quite large, such as many real numbers or strings
in a language. Given a finite number of bits to represent the items, there are a countably infinite
combinations of objects and methods that may occur in a program. Processes too may spawn
indefinitely. Like other correctness conditions, Quantifiability does require that the execution come
to a stop, or that a finite interval is selected in which correctness is to be analyzed. Then the matrix
is finite, and can merely grow linearly in each of the the four dimensions MPOI. Dealing with
the linear complexity of a matrix in vector space is tractable as opposed to the n! combinatorial
complexity of traditional methods.
A summary of the components of the system model are presented in Table 2.1.
It is not unusual when discussing concurrent histories to speak of, “the projection of a history
onto objects.” However the traditional focus has been on building the aforementioned equivalent
sequential histories. The literature does not consider concurrent histories themselves, nor does
it bring their analysis into the realm of linear algebra. Quantifiability does both, with fruitful
consequences. The next section extends the system model where concurrent histories are defined
on independent axes MPOI into a vector space with orthogonal basis.
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Table 2.1: System model components and roles

Component Role
Methods

Methods act on instances of objects,
only on whose abstract data type
that method is defined

Processes

Processes call methods

Objects

Objects are instances of an abstract
data type

Items

Items are data passed as input to
methods or returned as output from
methods

Mapping the System Model to Vector Space

A vector is an ordered n-tuple of numbers, where n is an arbitrary positive integer. A column
vector is a vector with a row-by-column dimension of n by 1. In this section our system model
is mapped to a vector space over the field of real numbers R. The system model is isomorphic
to vector spaces over R described in matrix linear algebra textbooks Beezer (2008). From this
foundation, analysis of concurrent histories can proceed using the tools of linear algebra.
To facilitate analysis, the categories of the system model are represented as dimensions in the
vector space, written in the order Methods, Processes, Objects and Items, abbreviated M-P-O-I.
The vector space is defined on sets, so among these dimensions, each dimension is independent.
Every method is uniquely named. Each process may be represented only once. Objects each have
a unique identity, so that method m called on object x always references the same method on the
same object of the same type. The dimension of the history vector equals the product of the size
of the vectors defining the concurrent system. The basis vector of the full history is the Cartesian
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product of all the dimensions of Methods, Processes, Objects and Items. A history is represented
by a vector with elements corresponding to the basis vector. Method calls that add or remove items
have positive or negative values. Method calls that write over items have both positive and negative
elements. Principle 2 states that each method call has a value. These values are represented in the
elements of the history vector.
Two vectors are orthogonal if the dot product is zero (i.e. the vectors are perpendicular). In
this model, orthogonal means that dimensions are independent. For example, the projection onto
object x O|x is separate from the projection onto object y O|y. An orthogonal basis is a basis
whose vectors are orthogonal. It is necessary to define an orthogonal basis, so the dimensions
must be orthogonal. What happens in each non-interacting method call given separated objects,
processes and items is an independent occurrence from every other combination. It is necessary
to define an orthogonal basis because in each non-interacting method call given separated objects,
processes, and items is an independent occurrence from every other combination. The projection
of one onto the other is zero which is the definition of orthogonality. The sum of the real values
assigned to each method call yields a coefficient for each combination in the ordered basis which
is a vector over R.
The set of orthogonal basis vectors used by the coordinates of the “push” vector represent all
combinations of object, process and items found in history H1. The dimension dim of the basis is
the product of the unique objects, processes and items represented in the history.

The basis can be written in Dirac notation:

basis = |methodsi ⊗ |objectsi ⊗ |processesi ⊗ |itemsi
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(2.2)

The orthogonal basis presented does not cover all concurrent systems. It assumes that methods
are not dependent upon the thread or process that calls them, and that objects, processes and items
do not redefine each other dynamically. It does not include systems where methods modify one
another, objects are transformed into other objects, processes modify each other using methods,
or similar convolutions. A vector space basis must remain stable, at least for the duration of the
histories being considered. Methods cannot be created dynamically, items cannot change their
types, and the objects and processes potentially used by the program must retain their identity
for the duration. Thus the vector space representation of a concurrent system describes a useful
spectrum of concurrent systems, but certainly not all of them.
Linear algebra defines vector spaces on sets. The system model is a set of all possible operations
over the components M-P-O-I. To maintain orthogonality, the individual dimensions of each instance of the categories are independent, meaning that processes do not communicate with each
other except through method calls, methods may not call each other, objects and items do not
overlap, communicate or mutate into one another.
The components of the system model are represented as dimensions in the vector space, written in
the order Methods (M), Processes (P), Objects (O) and Items (I). The basis vector of the history
is the Cartesian product of the dimensions M × P × O × I. Each unique combination of the
four components defines a basis for a vector space over the real numbers. The spaces thus defined
are of finite dimension. In this model, orthogonal means that if the axes spanning the dimensions
are perpendicular (i.e. the dimensions are independent). An orthogonal basis is a basis whose
vectors are orthogonal. It is necessary to define an orthogonal basis because each non-interacting
method call with distinct objects, processes, and items is an independent occurrence from every
other combination.
A history is represented by a vector, called the history vector, with elements corresponding to the
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basis vector uniquely defined by the concurrent system. Principle 2 states that each method call
has a value. These are the values represented in the elements of the history vector.

Examples and Discussion of Vector Space Representation

On a LIFO stack, push and pop methods are inverses of each other. An important difference is
that push is completed without dependencies in an unbounded stack, whereas pop returns the next
available item, which may not arrive for some time.
A history that shows a completed pop must account for the source of the item being returned, either
in the initial state or in the history itself. The discussion of history H2 showed that this is common
to the analysis of serializability, sequential consistency, and linearizability.
Concurrent histories can be written as column vectors whose elements quantify the occurrences of
each unique method call, that is, a vector of coordinates over R acting on a basis constructed of the
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Methods, Processes, Objects and Items involved. History H1 can be written:
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(2.3)

The basis shown above is orthogonal due to the independence of the dimensions. The process
and method dimensions are clearly independent from each other, one is the caller, the other is
being called. Their roles do not permit overlap. Likewise the sets of objects and the items they
manipulate should be distinct in order to apply this model. Every possible history using the given
methods, processes, objects and items can be written in terms of the basis. The set of all concurrent
histories on each basis for a vector space over R. Two histories with the same basis can be added.
Let H7 be a history on the same system, (pushx1 (7), pushx1 (7), pushx0 (8), popx1 (8)). H7 can be
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added to history H1 to get a new history on the same basis:
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(2.4)

Scalar multiplication is simply repeating a history:
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(2.5)

The history vector has the potential to be large considering that the basis vector is defined according to the Cartesian product of the dimensions M × P × O × I. However, the history vector will
likely be sparse unless all possible combinations in which the items passed to the methods invoked
by the processes on the objects occur in the history. If the history vector is sparse, then the algorithms analyzing the history vector can be compressed such that the non-zero values are stored
in a compact vector and for each element in the compact vector, the corresponding index in the
original history vector is stored in an auxiliary vector Williams et al. (2007). With a dense history
vector where the majority of the elements in the history vector represent a method that actually
occurs in the history, the complexity remains contained as standard linear algebra can be applied in
the analysis of the history vector. An example analysis is demonstrated in III-C using the Python
Numpy library.
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On a LIFO stack, push and pop methods are inverses of each other. An important difference is
that push is completed without dependencies in an unbounded stack, whereas pop returns the next
available item, which may not arrive for some time.
A history that shows a completed pop must account for the source of the item being returned, either
in the initial state or in the history itself. The discussion of history H2 in Section ?? showed this
is common to the analysis of serializability, sequential consistency, and linearizability.

Formal Definition

We adopt the vector space model and briefly summarize the formal definition of quantifiability as
presented above.
The formal definition of quantifiability is described using terminology from mathematics, set theory, and linear algebra in addition to formalisms presented by Herlihy et al. Herlihy and Wing
(1990a) to describe concurrent systems. The principles of quantifiability enable us to provide a
formal definition without reference to a legal sequential history. A reference to a legal sequential
history is omitted by representing a history as a set of vectors and defining quantifiability based
on properties of the set of vectors. The key benefit of this approach is that it avoids the O(n!)
growth rate of possible legal sequential histories to consider when evaluating program correctness.
Methods are classified according to the following convention.
A producer is a method that generates an item to be placed in a data structure. A consumer is a
method that removes an item from the data structure. A reader is a method that reads an item from
the data structure. A writer is a method that writes to an existing item in the data structure. A
method call set is an unordered set of method calls in a history.
Since a method call is a pair consisting of an invocation and next matching response, no method in
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the method call set will be pending. Quantifiability does not discard the pending method calls from
the system state nor does it place any constraints on their behavior while they remain pending.
A history vector, as described in Section 2, is reshaped such that the method calls in a history
are represented as a set of column vectors, where each column vector is referred to as a method
call vector. To maintain consistency in defining quantifiability as a property over a set of vectors,
all method calls are represented as column vectors, where each column vector is referred to as
a method call vector. Each column vector represents a unique combination of method, process,
object, and input/output parameters that are encountered by the system, where this representation
is uniform among the set of vectors. Given a system that encounters m unique combinations of
methods and processes, and n unique combinations of objects and input/output parameters, the
history vector is reshaped into an n by m matrix and each method call is represented by an ndimensional column vector within the n by m matrix.
A value assignment scheme is established for the elements of the vectors representing the method
calls. The value assignment scheme is chosen such that the changes to the system state by the
method calls are “quantified.” For all cases, let V~i be a column vector that represents method call
opi in a concurrent history. Each element of V~i is initialized to 0.
Case (opi ∈ producer set): Let j be the position in V~i representing the combination of input parameters passed to opi and the object that opi operates on. Then V~i [j] = 1.
Case (opi ∈ consumer set): Let j be the position in V~i representing the combination of output
parameters returned by opi and the object that opi operates on. Then V~i [j] = −1.
Case (opi ∈ writer set): Let j be the position in V~i representing the combination of input parameters passed to opi and the object that opi operates on. Let k be the position in V~i representing
the combination of input parameters that correspond to the previous value held by the object that
is overwritten by opi . Create a second vector V~i0 that represents method call opi ’s consume ef-
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fect on the atomic object’s previous value. Then V~i [j] = 1, V~i0 [k] = −1, and consumer set =
consumer set ∪ V~i0 . If j 6= k, then V~i [j] = 1 and V~i [k] = −1, else V~i [j] = 0.
Case (opi ∈ reader set): Let j be the position in V~i representing the combination of output parameters returned by opi and the object that opi operates on. A read index is a counter that tracks
the total number of reads that are performed on an item. Let I~ be a column vector representing
a read index for each combination of output parameters returned by a reader method, where each
~
~ = I[j]
~ + 1, V~i [j] = − 1 I[j] .
element of I~ is initialized to 0. Then I[j]
2
Each assigned value captures the effect of the method call on the system state. In the case for
opi ∈ producer set, setting V~i [j] to 1 captures the entrance of the new item into the system. In the
case for opi ∈ consumer set, setting V~i [j] to -1 captures the removal of the item from the system.
Establishing vectors for the producer and consumer methods using this value assignment scheme
enables us to verify L2 of Definition 2 by applying vector addition to the method call vectors and
checking that each element of the resulting vector is greater than or equal to zero, since consuming
an object that no longer exists in the system (i.e. a non-injective mapping) leads to an element with
a negative value in the resulting vector.
In the case for opi ∈ writer set, an item that exists in the system is overwritten with the input
parameters passed to opi . A writer method accomplishes two different things in one atomic step:
1) it consumes the previous value held by the item and 2) it produces a new value for the item. This
state change is represented by setting the position in V~i representing the corresponding object and
combination of the input parameters to be written to an item to 1 and by setting the position in V~i
representing the corresponding object and combination of input parameters corresponding to the
previous value held by the item to -1. If the input parameters corresponding to the previous value
held by the item are identical to the input parameters to be written to an item, then the position in
V~i representing the combination of input parameters to be written to the item is set to zero since no
change has been made to the system state.
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Determining the previous value held by an item when performing an atomic write can be accomplished through an atomic_exchange from the C++ Atomic Operations Library. Since an
atomic_exchange is much more expensive than an atomic_store that performs an atomic
write without retrieving the previous value held by an item, it is advised that the atomic_exchange
only be used when verifying quantifiability. This can be elegantly handled through a macro that
either calls atomic_store for normal use cases or calls atomic_exchange for verification
use cases.
To separate the two actions performed by the writer method into separate vectors, linear algebra can
be applied to V~i in the following way. Let V~i _prod be the vector representing the producer effect


of the writer method. Then V~i _prod = b V~i + ~1 · 12 c. Let V~i _cons be the vector representing
the consumer effect of the writer method. Then V~i _cons =


~ · 1 e.
d V~i + −1
2
The addition of ~1 to V~i when computing V~i _prod will cause all elements with a -1 value to become
0, and the multiplication of the scalar

1
2

will revert all elements with a value of 2 back to 1. The

floor function is applied to revert elements with a value of

1
2

back to 0. A similar reasoning can

be applied to the computation of V~i _cons.
The value assignment scheme for writer methods enables us to verify L4 of Definition 2 because
the elements of the resulting vector obtained by adding the method call vectors will only be greater
than or equal to zero if each writer method can be mapped to some method in the producer set that
initially produced the object being written to by the writer methods.
In the case for opi ∈ reader set, opi returns the state of an item that exists in the system as output
parameters. Multiple reads are permitted for an item with the constraint that the output parameters
returned by a reader reflect a state of the item that was initialized by a producer method or updated
I[j]
~
by a writer method. This behavior is accounted for by setting V~i [j] = − 12
. The series
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1
2

+

1
4

+ 18 ... is a geometric series, where

∞
P
n=1

1
2

n

= 1. Since a concurrent history will always

contain a finite number of methods, the elements of the resulting vector obtained by taking the sum

of the reader method vectors will have a value in the range of −1, − 12 . If this vector is further
added with the sum of the producer method vectors and the writer method vectors V~i _prod, the
elements of the resulting vector will always be greater than zero given that the output of all reader
methods corresponds with a value that was either initialized by a producer method or updated by
a writer method. The value assignment scheme for reader methods enables us to verify L3 of
Definition 2 because when the reader method vectors are added to the producer method vectors
and writer method vectors, the elements of the resulting vector will always be greater than or equal
to zero given that the output parameters returned by the reader method were either initialized by a
producer method or updated by a writer method.
Definition 2. Let P~ be the vector obtained by applying vector addition to the set of vectors for the
~ _prod be the vector obtained by applying vector addition to the set
producers of history H. Let W
~ _cons be the vector obtained by applying
of vectors V~i _prod for the writers of history H. Let W
~ be the vector
vector addition to the set of vectors V~i _cons for the writers of history H. Let R
~ be
obtained by applying vector addition to the set of vectors for the readers of history H. Let C
the vector obtained by applying vector addition to the set of vectors for the consumers of history
~ be a vector with each element initialized to 0.
H. Let H
For each element i,


~
~
~ = dP~ [i] + W
~ _prod[i] + R[i]e
~
~ _cons[i] + C[i]
~
if P [i] + W _prod[i] ≥ 1 then H[i]
+W
~ = P~ [i] + W
~ _prod[i] + W
~ _cons[i] + R[i]
~ + C[i].
~
else H[i]
~ ≥ 0.
History H is quantifiable if for each element i, H[i]

If all vectors representing the methods in the method call set of history H are added together, the
value of each element should be greater than or equal to zero. This property indicates that the net
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effect of all methods invoked upon the system is compliant with the conservation requirement that
no non-existent items have been removed, updated, or read from the system. In other words, all
method calls are “conserved.” The values of the vectors for the reader methods are assigned such
that each element in the sum of the reader method vectors is always greater than -1. As long as
the output of the reader method is equivalent to the input of a producer method or writer method,
then the reader method has observed a state of the system that corresponds to the occurrence of a
~ _prod[i] + R[i]
~ if
producer method or writer method. The ceiling function is applied to P~ [i] + W


~ _prod[i] ≥ 1 which yields a value that is also ≥ 1. Once the reader method vectors
P~ [i] + W
have been added appropriately, the remaining method call vectors can be directly added to compute
~ for history H.
H
~ is less than zero, then a consume action has been applied to either an item
If any element of H
that does not exist in the system state (the item was previously consumed) or an item that never
existed in the system state (the item was never produced or written), which is not quantifiable due
to a violation of Principle 1.
For example, consider history H6 for a concurrent map. The concurrent map provides an insert
method (ins, inserts a new key-value pair), remove method (rem, removes a key), put (put, updates
a key with a new value), and get (get, reads the value corresponding to a key). The notation follows
the same convention as Section ??, except that history H6 concatenates the object and item key in
place of the object field such that xA denotes object x, key A.
P0
P1

insxA
0 (7)

putxA
0 (8)
getxA
1 (7)

History H6: Quantifiable History for a Concurrent Map.

The basis vector and corresponding history vector for H6 are depicted in Equation ??. The put
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method performs a write, so -1 is assigned at the index corresponding to put, P 0, xA, 7 in H6,
and a 1 is assigned at the index corresponding to put, P 0, xA, 8 in H6. The get method performs
a read, so − 12 is assigned at the index corresponding to get, P 1, xA, 7 in H6.
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P 0, xA, 7 




P 0, xA, 8 




P 1, xA, 7 




P 1, xA, 8

(2.6)

Reshaping H6 into a 2 by 6 matrix such that each row corresponds to an object/item combination
yields the following:
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1 0 −1 0 0 − 1 

2

H6 = 




0 0 1 0 0 0

(2.7)

The first row corresponds to object xA, item 7 and the second row corresponds to object xA, item 8.
The columns with zero values indicate that one of the processes did not invoke the method call
corresponding to the column. For example, the first zero-value column in Equation 2.7 indicates
that process P 1 did not invoke the insert method.
We apply Definition 2 to Equation 2.7 to check if the history is quantifiable. The vector sums at
~
index 0 for each method call type are P~ [0] = 1, W~prod [0] = 0, W~cons [0] = −1, R[0]
= − 21 , and
~ = 0. Since P~ [0] + W~prod [0] ≥ 1, H[0]
~
C[0]
= d1 + 0 + − 21 e + −1 + 0 = d 12 e − 1 = 1 − 1 = 0.
The vector sums at index 1 for each method call type are P~ [1] = 0, W~prod [1] = 1, W~cons [1] = 0,
~ = 0, and C[1]
~ = 0. Since P~ [1] + W~prod [1] ≥ 1, H[1]
~
R[1]
= d0 + 1 + 0e + 0 + 0 = d1e = 1. Since
H[i] is ≥ 0 for each index i, H6 is quantifiable.
A notable difference between defining correctness as properties over a set of vectors and defining
correctness as properties of sequential histories is the growth rate of a set of vectors versus sequential histories when the number of methods called in a history is increased. The size of a set
of vectors grows at the rate of O(n) with respect to n methods called in a history. The number of
sequential histories grows at the rate of O(n!) with respect to n methods called in a history. This
leads to significant time cost savings when verifying a correctness condition defined as properties
over a set of vectors since analysis of n c-dimensional vectors using linear algebra can be performed in O(n + c) time (n time to assign values and compute separate vectors that each represent
a sum of the producer, consumer, writer, and reader method call vectors, and c time to add the
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elements of the vectors representing the sum of the producer, consumer, writer, and reader method
call vectors).

Related Work

Quantifiability is aligned with recent advances in concurrency research. Frequently cited works
Haas (2015); Hendler et al. (2004a) have partially implemented method call conservation (Principle 1) to improve performance, although they do not call it conservation it serves as a queue
of method calls ready for immediate execution. Like much recent work, Quantifiability recognizes that relaxed semantics will be an important factor in achieving performance. This section
places Quantifiability in context of several threads of research: the basis of concurrent correctness
conditions and complexity of proving correctness.

Relationship to Other Correctness Conditions

A sequential specification for an object is a set of sequential histories for the object Herlihy and
Shavit (2012a). A sequential history H is legal if each subhistory in H for object x belongs to
the sequential specification for x. Many correctness conditions for concurrent data structures are
proposed in literature Papadimitriou (1979); Lamport (1979a); Herlihy and Wing (1990a); Herlihy
and Shavit (2012a); Aspnes et al. (1994); Afek et al. (2010a); Ou and Demsky (2017), all of which
reason about concurrent data structure correctness by demonstrating that a concurrent history is
equivalent to a legal sequential history.
Reasoning about concurrent data structures in terms of a legal sequential history is appealing because it builds upon previous techniques for verifying correctness of sequential objects Guttag et al.
(1978); Hoare (1978). However, generating all possible legal sequential histories of a concurrent
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history has a worst case time complexity of O(n!), leading to inefficient verification techniques for
determining correctness of concurrent data structures.
Serializability Papadimitriou (1979) is a correctness condition such that a history h is serializable
if and only if there is a serial history hs such that h is equivalent to hs . A history h is strictly
serializable if there is a serial history hs such that h is equivalent to hs , and an atomic read/write
ordered before an atomic read/write in h implies that the same order be retained by hs . Papadimitriou draws conclusions implying that there is no efficient algorithm that distinguishes between
serializable and non-serializable histories Papadimitriou (1979).
A decision problem is a problem that is a yes-no question of the input values. A decision problem
is in the Nondeterministic Polynomial time (NP) complexity class if “yes” answers to the decision
problem can be verified in Polynomial time (P). A decision problem x is in NP-complete if x
is in NP, and every problem in NP is reducible to x in polynomial time. Papadimitriou proved
that testing whether a history is serializable is NP-complete. An implication of this result is that,
unless P = N P , there is no efficient algorithm that distinguishes between serializable and nonserializable histories Papadimitriou (1979).
Sequential consistency Lamport (1979a) is a correctness condition for multiprocessor programs
such that the result of any execution is the same as if the operations of all processors were executed
sequentially, and the operations of each individual processor appear in this sequence in program
order. Since sequential consistency is not compositional, Lamport proposes that compositionality
for sequentially consistent objects can be achieved by requiring that the memory requests from all
processors are serviced from a single FIFO queue. However, a single FIFO queue is a sequential
bottleneck that limits the potential concurrency for the entire system.
Linearizability Herlihy and Wing (1990a) is a correctness condition such that a history h is linearizable if h is equivalent to a legal sequential history, and each method call appears to take
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effect instantaneously at some moment between its invocation and response. Herlihy et al. Herlihy
and Shavit (2012a) suggest that linearizability can be informally reasoned about by identifying a
linearization point in which the method call appears to instantaneously take effect. Identifying
linearization points avoids reference to a legal sequential history when reasoning about correctness, but is difficult to perform automatically. Herlihy et al. Herlihy and Wing (1990a) noted that
linearizability can be viewed as a special case of strict serializability where transactions are restricted to a single operation applied to a single object. Comparisons of correctness conditions for
concurrent objects to serializability are made in a similar manner by considering a special case of
serializability where transactions are restricted to consist of a single method applied to a single
object.
Herlihy compared linearizability with serializability by grouping multiple method calls into a transaction making the histories strictly serializable. Here we consider the serializability of method
calls, not transactions.
Quiescent consistency Aspnes et al. (1994) is a correctness condition for counting networks that establishes a safety property for a network of two-input two-output computing elements such that the
inputs will be forwarded to the correct output wires at any quiescent state. Quasi-linearizability Afek
et al. (2010a) builds upon the formal definition of linearizability to include a sequential specification of an object that is extended to a larger set that includes sequential histories that are not legal,
but are within a bounded distance k from a legal sequential history.
Ou et al. Ou and Demsky (2017) present non-deterministic linearizability, a correctness model
for concurrent data structures that utilize the relaxed semantics of the C/C++ memory model. A
specification S for a concurrent object Oc comprises a non-deterministic, sequentialized version of
the concurrent object Os and an admissibility function that permits two methods to be unordered
in the concurrent execution. A valid sequential history is a sequential history that is legal in the
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C/C++ memory model. The notion of justified behaviors is introduced to account for method
calls exhibiting non-deterministic behavior in a concurrent history. A concurrent object Oc is nondeterministic linearizable on a valid sequential history H for a specification S if and only if each
method call in H is justified and returns a value as specified by its non-deterministic specification.
A concurrent object Oc is non-deterministic linearizable on an execution E for a specification S if
and only if Oc is non-deterministic linearizable for all valid sequential histories of E for S.
Unlike the existing correctness conditions, quantifiability does not define correctness of a concurrent history by referencing an equivalent legal sequential history. Quantifiability requires that the
method calls be conserved, enabling correctness to be proven by applying linear algebra to the
method call vectors. This difference enables quantifiability to be verified more efficiently than
the existing correctness conditions because applying linear algebra can be performed in O(n + c)
time (n is the number of method calls and c is the number of process, object, and input/output
combinations).
Figure 2.2 shows the relationship of linearizability, sequential consistency, quiescent consistency,
and quantifiability, all of which are serializable due to the requirement that all method calls should
appear to occur atomically. All linearizable histories are sequentially consistent because the preservation of real-time order provided by linearizability also preserves program order. All linearizable
histories are also quiescently consistent because method calls always take effect according to realtime order regardless of periods of quiescence. Quiescent consistency and sequential consistency
are incomparable Herlihy and Shavit (2012a), so there exist sequentially consistent histories that
are not quiescently consistent. Similarly, there exist quiescently consistent histories that are not sequentially consistent. There exist linearizable, sequentially consistent, quiescently consistent, and
serializable histories that are not quantifiable because these correctness conditions all allow method
calls to return null when reaching an undefined object state. There exist quantifiable histories that
are not linearizable, sequentially consistent, or quiescently consistent because quantifiability places
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no constraints on real-time order or program order of method calls.
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Serializable and other, but method calls are not conserved.

Serializable

Figure 2.2: Venn diagram showing Quantifiability (green dashes) and other correctness conditions
within the bounds of Serializability

Related Work on Correctness Verification

Verification tools are proposed Vechev et al. (2009); Burckhardt et al. (2010); Zhang et al. (2015);
Ou and Demsky (2017) to enable a concurrent data structure to be checked for correctness according to various correctness conditions. Vechev et al. Vechev et al. (2009) present an approach
for automatically checking linearizability of concurrent data structures. Burckhardt et al. Burckhardt et al. (2010) present Line-Up, a tool that checks deterministic linearizability automatically.
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Zhang et al. Zhang et al. (2015) present Round-up, a runtime verification tool for checking quasilinearizability violations of concurrent data structures. Ou et al. Ou and Demsky (2017) develop a
tool that checks non-deterministic linearizability for concurrent data structures designed using the
relaxed semantics of the C/C++ memory model.
These verification tools are all faced with the burden of generating all possible legal sequential
histories of a concurrent history since this is the basis of correctness for the correctness conditions
in literature. The correctness verification tools presented by Vechev et al. Vechev et al. (2009)
and Ou et al. Ou and Demsky (2017) accept user annotated linearization points to eliminate the
need for deriving a legal sequential history for a reordering of overlapping methods. Although
this optimization is effective for fixed linearization points, it could potentially miss valid legal
sequential histories for method calls with non-fixed linearization points in which the linearization
point may change based on overlapping method calls.
Bouajjani et al. Bouajjani et al. (2015) present an approximation-based approach for detecting observational refinement violations that assigns intervals to method calls such that a method call m1
happens before method call m2 if m1 ’s interval ends before m2 ’s interval ends. This approach is
able to detect observational refinement violations in polynomial time, but it suffers from enumeration of possible histories constrained by the interval order for an execution. Emmi et al. Emmi et al.
(2015) present a verification technique for observational refinement that uses symbolic reasoning
engines instead of explicit enumerations of linearizations. This technique is limited to atomic collections, locks, and semaphores. Sergey et al. Sergey et al. (2016) propose a Hoare-style logic
for reasoning about the program’s inputs and outputs directly without referencing sequential histories. Nanevski et al. Nanevski et al. (2019) apply structure-preserving functions on resources
to achieve proof reuse in separation logic. The authors use their proposed logic to reason about
program correctness using the heap rather than sequential histories. While the Hoare-style specifications Sergey et al. (2016) and structure preserving functions Nanevski et al. (2019) are tailored
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for the non-linearizable objects they are describing, quantifiability is designed such that correctness
can be verified automatically and efficiently for arbitrary abstract data types.

Design of Related Data Structures

Several data structure design strategies are presented in literature that reflect the principles of quantifiability. The concern of defining the behavior of partial methods when reaching an undefined
object state is addressed by dual data structures Scherer and Scott (2004). Dual data structures are
linearizable concurrent object implementations that hold reservations in addition to data to handle
conditional semantics. The difference between dual data structures and quantifiable data structures
is the allowable order that the requests may be fulfilled. The relaxed semantics of quantifiability
provides an opportunity for performance gains over dual data structures.
Other data structure designs observe that contention can be reduced by allowing operations to
be matched and eliminated if the combined effect does not change the abstract state of the data
structure. The elimination backoff stack (EBS) Hendler et al. (2004a) uses an elimination array
where push and pop method calls are matched to each other at random within a short time delay
if the main stack is suffering from contention. When operating on the central stack object, the pop
method is at risk of failing if the stack is empty. We note that if the elimination array timer were
set to infinity, the elimination backoff stack would implement Quantifiability Principle 1, because
all method calls would wait until they succeed.
The TS-Queue Haas (2015) is one of the fastest queue implementations, claiming twice the speed
of the EBS. The TS Queue also relies on matching up method calls, enabling methods that would
otherwise fail when reaching an undefined state of the queue to instead be fulfilled at a later time.
In the TS Queue, rather than a global delay, there is a tunable parameter called padding added
to different method calls. By setting an infinite time padding on all method calls, the TS Queue
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follows Quantifiability Principle 1. The EBS and TS-Queue share in common that they improve
performance by using a window of time in which pending method calls are conserved until they
can succeed.
Contention due to frequently accessed elements in a data structure can be further reduced by relaxing object semantics. The k-FIFO queue Kirsch et al. (2013) maintains k segments each consisting
of k slots implemented as either an array for a bounded queue or a list for an unbounded queue.
This design enables up to k enqueue and dequeue operations to be performed in parallel and allows elements to be dequeued out-of-order up to a distance k. Quantifiability takes these relaxed
semantics a step further by allowing method calls to occur out-of-order up to any arbitrary distance,
leading to performance gains.
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CHAPTER 3: PROPERTIES OF QUANTIFIABILITY

Here we show that quantifiability fulfills the desiderata of Section 2. Conservation and value measurement are the basic principles. Timing and order have moved into abstract data type semantics.
It remains to prove that quantifiability is compositional and non-blocking.
The system model presented in Section 2 is mapped to a vector space. We do not claim that the
axioms of a vector space hold for all possible concurrent systems. We do propose a mapping from
most concurrent systems to the mathematical ideal of a vector space. Concurrent systems fitting
the model define a vector space and their histories are the vectors in that space. For concurrent
systems fitting the model, properties of a vector space become axiomatic and have a variety of
uses.

Vector Space Properties

The set of concurrent histories defined on the system model in Table 1, with rational value assignments on the orthogonal basis M ×P ×O ×I is by definition a vector space. Quantifiable histories,
closed under addition and scalar multiplication, are a subspace of these concurrent histories. This
section interprets vector space properties as they apply to quantifiable histories.

The objects in V are called vectors, no matter what else they might really be, simply
by virtue of being elements of a vector space.
Robert Beezer, A First Course in Linear Algebra, 2004

Closure under addition If ~u, ~v ∈ V , then ~u + ~v ∈ V .
Adding two quantifiable histories (i.e. whose sum over Object-Item pairs is non-negative) produces
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another history with the same property.
Closure under scalar multiplication If α ∈ C and ~u ∈ V , then α~u ∈ V .
A quantifiable history may be repeated any number of times and the resulting history remains
quantifiable.
Addition is commutative and associative If ~u, ~v ∈ V , then ~u + ~v = ~v + ~u.
If ~u, ~v , w
~ ∈ V , then ~u + (~v + w)
~ = (~u + ~v ) + w.
~
The quantifiable system model allows any order and grouping of multiple histories as they are
added together.
Zero history There is a vector, ~0, called the zero vector, such that ~u + ~0 = ~u for all ~u ∈ V .
The quantifiable system model admits a history vector consisting of all zeroes, in which nothing
happens. If the zero history is added to any other history the result does not change.
~ ∈ V so that ~u + (−u)
~ = ~0 for all ~u ∈ V .
Inverse histories If ~u ∈ V , then there exists a vector −u
An inverse history is one that cancels all the operations of a previous history, following quantifiability Principle 1.
Scalar multiplication is associative If α, β ∈ C and ~u ∈ V , then α(β~u) = (αβ)~u. Scalar
multiplication is repeating a history that scalar number of times. The same result is obtained by
multiplying a given history by scalars multiplied together or each in turn.
Vector addition and scalar addition are distributive If α ∈ C and ~u, ~v ∈ V , then α(~u + ~v ) =
α~u + α~v .
If α, β ∈ C and ~u ∈ V , then (α + β)~u = α~u + β~u. Repeating multiple histories added together
or individually by a given scalar representing the number of times returns the same history as a
result. The assigned values will sum to the same totals representing the final state of the system,
following quantifiability Principle 1 and Principle 2.
Identity scalar If ~u ∈ V , then 1~u = ~u.
The identity scalar is one. A history vector multiplied by one remains the same vector.
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Vector Norms

Vector norms are scalar quantities that can be assigned meaning to concurrent systems that define
a vector space.

Taxicab Norm

The taxicab norm, also called the L1 norm, represents the operation count. The L1 norm is interpreted based on the value assignment scheme. In general it measures the amount of work done
on the objects in the system during the history. The L1 norm of a history resembles the potential
function used in amortized complexity analysis Tarjan (1985).

kxk1 := |x1 | + |x2 | · · · + |xn |

(3.1)

If the history vector V~ is transformed into a set of vectors {V~ _prod1 ,...V~ _prodi ,...V~ _prodn },
where n is the total number of objects in the system state and where V~ _prodi only includes the
producer methods for object i, the taxicab norm of V~ _prodi yields the maximum size of object i.
This information is necessary to verify that a method that observes the size of an object is quantifiable. Since quantifiability is compositional, these methods can be reasoned about separately
from the other methods in a history. Let sizei () be a method that returns the size of object i. Let
the value assigned to sizei () be the value returned by sizei (). The method sizei () is quantifiable if
sizei () ≤ V~ _prodi . The reasoning for determining the quantifiability of sizei () in this manner is
that sizei () should never return a value greater than the total number of items produced for object i.
Let is_emptyi () be a method that returns true if the size of object i is zero and false otherwise. Let
the value assigned to is_emptyi () be 1 if is_emptyi () returns true and zero otherwise. The method
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is_emptyi () is quantifiable if (is_emptyi () == 1) or (is_emptyi () == 0 and V~ _prodi > 0). The
reasoning for determining the quantifiability of is_emptyi () in this manner is that is_emptyi () could
return true for any circumstance and be quantifiable under the assumption that object i is initially
empty. However, if is_emptyi () returns false, then at least one item must have been produced for
object i, which is verified by checking that V~ _prodi > 0.

Euclidean Distance

The Euclidean distance, i.e. length or L2 norm of a history vector, is the distance from the initial
to the final state in the vector space defined by the concurrent system.

kxk2 :=

q
x21 + x22 · · · + x2n

(3.2)

Euclidean distance can be interpreted as a distance travelled over the history. The deeper meaning
of this and other norms remains to be explored.

Floor of Sum

Although not a vector norm (because it may have a negative value), the floor of the sum of the
history vector reveals net push versus pop for the history. This is height of the stack in the final
state, possibly a negative stack as in Figure 1.

height := x1 + x2 · · · + xn
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(3.3)

Compositionality

To show compositionality, it must be shown that the composition of two quantifiable histories is
quantifiable, and that the decomposition of histories, i.e. the projection of the history on any of its
obejcts, is also a quantifiable history. This is formally stated in the following theorem.
Theorem 1. History H is quantifiable if and only if, for each object x, H|x is quantifiable.

Proof. It first must be shown that if each history H|x for object x is quantifiable, then history H
~ corresponds to a unique combination representing the process,
is quantifiable. Each position in H
object, and input/output that the method is invoked upon. Since each history H|x for object x is
~
quantifiable, then for each element i associated with object x, H[i]
≥ 0. This implies that each
~ ≥ 0 when considering the composition of object subhistories H|x. Therefore,
element of vector H
H is quantifiable.
It now must be shown that if history H is quantifiable, then each history H|x for object x is
~ ≥ 0. Since each element
quantifiable. Since H is quantifiable, then each element of the vector H
~ ≥ 0, then for each element i associated with object x, H[i]
~ ≥ 0. Each history H|x
of the vector H
for object x is therefore quantifiable.

Non-Blocking and Non-Waiting Properties

A correctness condition may inherently cause blocking, as is the case with serializability applied to
transactions Herlihy and Wing (1990a). Quantifiability shares with linearizability the non-blocking
property, and for the same reason: it never forces a process with a pending invocation to block.
Quantifiability is compatible with the existing synchronization methods for lock-freedom and waitfreedom because it is a non-blocking correctness property.
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The requirement that all methods must succeed or be explicitly cancelled raises the question of how
this is non-blocking. Indeed a thread might choose to block if there is no way it can proceed without
the return value or the state change resulting from the method. It is a matter for the application
to decide, not an inherent property of Quantifiability Principle 1. For example, consider thread 1
calling a pop method on a concurrent stack, T 1 : s.pop() → x. This can be written as <Type>
v = s.pop(); which is blocking in C. Or it may be invoked as a call by reference in the
formal parameters s.pop(<Type> &v); which is non-blocking. The second invocation also
permits the thread to block if desired by spinning on the address to check if a result is available. If
address &v is not pointing to a value of <Type>, the method has not yet succeeded. Alternatively,
instead of spin-waiting, a thread can do a “context switch” and proceed with other operations while
waiting for the pending operation to succeed. The thread can still perform other operations on the
same data structure despite an ongoing pending operation. Since quantifiability does not enforce
program order, it is possible for operations called by the same thread to be executed out-of-order.
And if the thread decides the method is no longer needed, it can be cancelled.
The concept of retrieving an item to be fulfilled at a later time is implemented in C++11, C#,
and Java as promises and futures Stroustrup (2013). If an item is desired but not yet available to
be accessed, a promise object can be created for this item that will be set to a value by a thread
at some point in the future. The async function in C++ calls a specified function and returns
a future object without waiting for the specified function to complete. The return value of the
specified function can be accessed using the future object. The wait_for function in C++ is
provided by the future object that enables a thread to wait for the item in the promise object to be
set to a value for a specified time duration. Once the wait_for function returns a ready status,
the item value is retrieved by the future object through the get function. The disadvantage of
the get function is that it blocks until the item value is set by the promise object. Once the get
function returns the item, the future object is no longer valid, leading to undefined behavior if other
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threads invoke get on this future object.
Due to the semantics of the get function, we advise implementing retrieval of an item to be fulfilled at a later time with a shared object used to announce information, referred to as a descriptor
object Harris et al. (2002); Dechev et al. (2006a). Once the pending item is fulfilled, it is updated
to a non-pending item using the atomic instruction Compare-And-Swap (CAS). CAS accepts as
input a memory location, an expected value, and an update value. If the data referenced by the
memory location is equivalent to the expected value, then the data referenced by the memory location is changed to the update value and true is returned. Otherwise, no change is made and false
is returned. Since CAS will only fail if another thread successfully updates the data referenced by
the memory location, quantifiability can be achieved in a lock-free manner.
Wait-freedom is typically achieved using helping schemes in conjunction with descriptor objects
to announce an operation to be completed in a table such that all threads are required to check the
announcement table and help a pending operation prior to starting their own operation Kogan and
Petrank (2012). However, as a consequence of the relaxed semantics allowed by quantifiability,
contention avoidance can be utilized that allows threads to make progress on their own operations
without interference from other threads.
The length of time a method call may remain pending is a progress condition. For example waitfree progress requires that the method call would succeed in a finite amount of time. The idea that
method calls can happen at the same time is not so hard to accept because they may fulfill each
other, in the manner of the elimination backoff stack Hendler et al. (2004a). Accepting that they
may happen in any order is to accept the reality that since the days of the shared bus are gone, there
is nothing like an “external observer” to determine if a history is acceptable. Latency is a fact of
parallel and distributed systems. Quantifiable systems may include synchronization schemes, important in many domains, but the correctness condition should be that methods succeed, whatever
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may be done to give an illusion of real-time ordering.
Transactions require multiple atomic steps to complete Dechev et al. (2006b); Zhang and Dechev
(2016). For these circumstances, a descriptor object can be used to post the required atomic steps
for an operation and a helping scheme can be employed to enable other threads to help complete the
pending operation in a lock-free manner. The proof of the non-blocking property for quantifiability
is presented below.

Proof of Non-Blocking Property

The following proof shows that quantifiability is non-blocking; that is, it does not require that it
wait for another pending operation to complete.
Theorem 2. Let inv be an invocation of a method m. If hx inv P i is a pending invocation in a
~ then either there exists a response hx res P i
quantifiable history H with a corresponding vector H,
such that either H · hx res P i is quantifiable or H \ hx inv P i is quantifiable.

Proof. If method m is a producer method that produces item with configuration i, then there exists
~ + 1 is greater than
a response hx res P i such that H · hx res P i is quantifiable because H[i]
~ ≥ 0 by the definition of quantifiability. If method m is a consumer method that
zero since H[i]
~ ≥ 1. If method m
consumes an item with configuration i, then a response hx res P i exists if H[i]
is a writer method that updates item with configuration i to a new configuration j, then a response
~ ≥ 1 and H[j]
~
hx res P i exists if H[i]
≥ 0. If method m is a reader method that reads an item with
~ ≥ 1. If a response for method m does not
configuration i, then a response hx res P i exists if H[i]
exist, then method m can be cancelled. Upon cancellation, hx inv P i is removed from history H.
Since quantifiability places no restrictions on the behavior of pending method calls, H \ hx inv P i
is quantifiable.
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Quantifiability Implies Observational Refinement

A concurrent algorithm comprises a client program and a concurrent data structure. To reason
about the correctness of client programs, observational refinement is proposed to formalize the
expectation that the externally observable behavior of a client program does not change if an inefficient but correct implementation of a data structure is replaced with a highly optimized one. It is
convenient when reasoning about correctness if the concurrent data structure used by client code
observationally refines a sequential data structure. Since quantifiability does not place ordering
constraints on the method calls of a concurrent data structure, quantifiability does not observationally refine a sequential data structure. However, quantifiable data structures observationally refine
other quantifiable data structures. The following definitions and proofs showing that quantifiability
observationally refines other quantifiable data structures are adapted from Filipović et al. (2010a).
Definition 3. An object action is a call or return to an object:

ψ ::= (t, call o.f (n)) | (t, ret(n) o.f )).

Definition 4. A history H is a finite sequence of object actions (i.e., H ::= ψ; ψ ...; ψ).
Definition 5. An atomic action (for short, action) ϕ is a client operation or an object action:

ϕ ::= (t, a) | (t, call o.f (n)) | (t, ret(n) o.f )).

Definition 6. An action trace (for short, trace, τ is a finite sequential composition of actions (i.e.,
τ ::= ϕ; ...; ϕ).
Definition 7. A trace τ is sequential when all calls in τ are immediately followed by matching
returns.
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Definition 8. The projection of a trace τ to thread-id t, denoted as τ |t, is the subsequence of τ
comprised of the actions executed by thread t.
Definition 9. A trace τ is well-formed if and only if τ |t is sequential for all thread-ids t.
Definition 10. An object system OS is a set of well-formed histories.
Definition 11. The projection of a history H to object o, denoted as H|o, is the subsequence of
H comprised of the object actions on object o. The projection of a trace τ to object actions,
denoted as getHistory(τ ), is the subsequence of τ that consists of all the object actions in τ .
The projection of a trace τ to client actions, denoted as getClient(τ ), is the subsequence of τ
comprised of the atomic client operations in τ .
Definition 12. Let [[P ]](OS)(s) denote the observable behaviors of program P with object system
OS and state s.
OSC observationally refines OSA ⇐⇒
∀P, s. [[P ]](OSC )(s) ⊆ [[P ]](OSA )(s).
OSC is observationally equivalent to OSA ⇐⇒
∀P. [[P ]](OSC ) = [[P ]](OSA ).
Definition 13. The executing thread of an action ϕ, denoted as getTid(ϕ), is the thread-id of ϕ.
Definition 14. An action ϕ is independent of an action ϕ0 , denoted as ϕ#ϕ0 , if and only if (i)
getTid(ϕ) 6= getTid(ϕ0 ) and (ii) ϕϕ0 and ϕ0 ϕ define the same state (i.e., ϕ and ϕ0 commute).
Definition 15. For each trace τ , the immediate dependency relation <τ is the following relation
on actions:
τi <τ τj ⇐⇒ i < j ∧ ¬(τi #τj ).
Definition 16. The dependency relation <+
τ on τ is the transitive closure of <τ .
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Definition 17. Traces τ , τ 0 are equivalent, denoted as τ ∼ τ 0 , if and only if there exists a bijection
π : {1, ..., |τ |} → {1, ..., |τ 0 |} such that

+ 0
0
0
(∀i.τi = τπ(i)
) ∧ (∀i, j.τi <+
τ τj ⇐⇒ τπ(i) <τ 0 τπ(j) ).

Definition 18. Trace τ ∈ interleave(τ1 , ..., τn ) if and only if every action in τ is done by a thread
1 ≤ i ≤ n and τ |i = τi for every such thread i.
Definition 19. A binary relation R on well-formed histories is a simulation if and only if for all
well-formed histories H and H 0 such that (H, H 0 ) ∈ R,

∀τ ∈ W T races. getHistory(τ ) = H =⇒

∃τ 0 ∈ W T races. τ ∼ τ 0 ∧ getHistory(τ 0 ) = H 0 .
Definition 20. A well-formed history H is quiescent if no thread has a pending action in in H. An
object system OS is quiescent if every history H ∈ OS is quiescent.
Definition 21. Let R be a binary relation on well-formed histories. The lifting of R to quiescent
object systems OSA and OSC , denoted as OSC CR OSA , is
OSC CR OSA ⇐⇒ ∀H ∈ OSC .∃H 0 ∈ OSA .(H, H 0 ) ∈ R.
Definition 22. Two histories are weakly equivalent, denoted as H ≡ H 0 , if and only if their
projections to threads are equal:

H ≡ H 0 ⇐⇒ ∀t.H|t = H 0 |t.

Definition 23. For a function f , the inverse function of f , denoted finv , is a function such that the fi53

nal

state

of

history

ϕ1 ; ϕ2 ; ...(t, call

o.f (n)); ...(t, ret(n0 )

o.f ); ...(t0 , call

o.finv (n0 ));

...(t0 , ret(n) o.finv ); ...ϕN −1 ; ϕN is equivalent to the final state of history ϕ1 ; ϕ2 ; ...ϕN −1 ; ϕN .
Definition 24. For a well-formed history H, the quantifiability happens-before order ≺Q
H is a
binary relation on object actions in H defined by

0
Hi ≺Q
H Hj ⇐⇒ ∃n, t, t . Hi = (t, call o.f (n))∧

Hj = (t0 , ret(n) o.finv ).
Definition 25. The quantifiability relation is a binary relation vQ on histories defined as follows:
H vQ H 0 if and only if (i) H ≡ H 0 and (ii) there is a bijection π : {1, .., |H 0 |} → {1, ..., |H 0 |}
such that
Q
0
0
0
(∀i. Hi = Hπ(i)
) ∧ (∀i, j. Hi ≺Q
H Hj =⇒ Hπ(i) ≺H 0 Hπ(j) ).

Definition 26. Let OSA and OSC be quiescent object systems. Object system OSC is quantifiable
with respect to OSA if and only if OSC CvQ OSA .
Theorem 3. If OSC CR OSA and R is a simulation, the object system OSC observationally refines
OSA Filipović et al. (2010b).
Lemma 1. Let H be a well-formed history and let i, j be indices in {1, ..., |H|}. Then,

∃τ ∈ W T races. getHistory(τ ) = H ∧ Hi <+
τ Hj
=⇒ (i < j) ∧ (Hi ≺Q
H Hj ).

Proof. Consider a well-formed history H, indices i, j of H and a well-formed trace τ such that the
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assumptions of this lemma hold. Then we have, indices i1 < i2 < ... < in of τ such that

Hi = τi1 <τ τi2 <τ ... <τ τin−1 <τ τin = Hj .(1)

It

follows

that

the

i

conclusion

<

j

holds

because

getHistory(τ ) = H means that the order of object actions in H are maintained in τ . To
0
obtain the conclusion Hi ≺Q
H Hj of the lemma, let t = getTid(Hi ) and t = getTid(Hj ).

Suppose that t 6= t0 . We will prove that for some ik , il ∈ {i1 , ..., in } and arbitrary values val and
val0 ,
(ik < il ) ∧ Hi = (t, call o.f (val)) ∧ Hik = (t, ret(val0 ) o.f )∧
Hil = (t0 , call o.finv (val0 )) ∧ Hj = (t0 , ret(val) o.finv ).(2)
This gives the desired conclusion because all object actions in τ are from H and their relative
positions in τ are the same as those in H. By the definition of #, an object action ψ can depend on
another action ϕ only when both actions are done by the same thread. The first and last actions in
the chain in (1) are object actions by different threads t and t0 . The chain in (1) must contain client
operations τix and τiy such that getTid(τix ) = t and getTid(τiy ) = t0 . Let τia be the first client
operation by thread t in chain (1) and let τib be the last client operation by thread t0 . Then ia < ib
because otherwise, the sequence τia , τia+1 , ..., τin does not have any client operations of thread t0
since τib is the last client operation by thread t0 .
τi1 is an object action by thread t and τia is a client operation by the same thread. Since τ is wellformed, there should exist some ik between i2 (including) and ia such that τik is the return object
action (t, ret(val0 ) o.f ) by thread t. Similarly, there should be exist some il between ib and in−1
(including) such that τil is the call object action t0 , call o.finv (val0 ) by thread t0 . This proves that
ik and il satisfy (2).
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Theorem 4. The quantifiability relation vQ is a simulation.

Proof. For an action ϕ and a trace τ , define ϕ#τ to mean that ϕ#τj for all j ∈ {1, ..., |τ |}. We
will use this ϕ#τ predicate and the following facts:
Fact 1. Trace equivalence ∼ is symmetric and transitive.
Fact 2. If τ ∼ τ 0 and τ is well-formed, τ 0 is also well-formed.
Fact 3. If τ τ 0 is well-formed, its prefix τ is also well-formed.
Fact 4. If ϕ#τ 0 , we have that τ ϕτ 0 ∼ τ τ 0 ϕ.
Fact 5. If τ ∼ τ 0 , we have that τ ϕ ∼ τ 0 ϕ.
Consider well-formed histories H, S and a well-formed trace τ such that H vQ S and getHistory(τ ) =
H. We will prove the existence of a trace σ such that τ ∼ σ and getHistory(σ) = S. This
gives the desired conclusion of the theorem; the only remaining requirement for proving that vQ is
a simulation is the well-formedness of σ, but it can be inferred from τ ∼ σ and the well-formedness
of τ by Fact 2.
The proof is by induction on the length of S. If |S| = 0, H is the empty sequence so τ can be
chosen as the required σ. Now suppose that |S| =
6 0. It follows that S = S 0 ψ for some history
S 0 and object action ψ. Since the well-formed traces are closed under prefix (Fact 3), S 0 is also a
well-formed history.
Let δ be the projection of τ to client operations (i.e., δ = getClient(τ )). The next step of the
proof is to split τ, H, δ. By assumption, H vQ S 0 ψ. By the definition of vQ , this means that
∃H 0 , H 00 . H = H 0 ψH 00 ∧ H 0 H 00 vQ S 0
00
∧(∀j ∈ {1, ..., |H 00 |}.¬(ψ ≺Q
H Hj )
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∧getTid(ψ) 6= getTid(Hj00 )).(3)
We use the bijection between indices of H and S 0 ψ, which exists by the definition of H vQ S 0 ψ.
The action ψ in H 0 ψH 00 is mapped to the last action in S 0 ψ by this bijection. The last conjunct
of (3) says that the thread-id of every action of H 00 is different from getTid(ψ). This follows
because the definition of vQ requires that H and S 0 ψ are weakly equivalent and since ψ can be
ordered before H 00 , this implies that getTid(ψ) is different from the thread-id of every action of
H 00 . Additionally, ψ is commutative with every action of H 00 since ψ can be ordered before H 00 .
Thus ψ#H 00 because an object action is independent of all actions by different threads that are
commutative. From this independence and the well-formedness of H, we can derive that H 0 H 00 ψ
is well-formed (Facts 2 and 4), and that its prefix H 0 H 00 is also well-formed (Fact 3). Another
consequence of (3) is that since τ ∈ interleave(δ, H), the splitting H 0 ψH 00 of H induces splittings
of τ and δ as follows: there exist τ 0 , τ 00 , δ 0 , δ 00 such that

τ = τ 0 ψτ 00 ∧ δ = δ 0 δ 00 ∧ τ 0 ∈ interleave(δ 0 , H 0 )∧

τ 00 ∈ interleave(δ 00 , H 00 ).(4)

The next step of the proof is use the short-cut ψ#τ 00 for showing this theorem. To prove the
short-cut, suppose that ψ#τ 00 . Then by Fact 4,

τ = τ 0 ψτ 00 ∼ τ 0 τ 00 ψ.(5)

Since τ is well-formed, this implies that τ 0 τ 00 ψ and its prefix τ 0 τ 00 are well-formed traces as well
(Facts 2 and 3). Futhermore, getHistory(τ 0 τ 00 ) = H 0 H 00 , because of the last two conjuncts
of (4). Thus, we can apply the induction hypothesis to τ 0 τ 00 , H 0 , H 00 , S 0 , and obtain σ with the
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property: τ 0 τ 00 ∼ σ ∧ getHistory(σ) = S 0 . From this and Fact 5, it follows that

τ 0 τ 00 ψ ∼ σψ ∧ getHistory(σψ) = getHistory(σ)ψ = S 0 ψ.(6)

The formulas (5) and (6) and the transitivity of ∼ (Fact 1) imply that σψ is the required trace by
this theorem.
The final step of the proof is to do the case analysis on δ 00 using nested induction on the length of
δ 00 . Suppose that |δ 00 | = 0. Then, τ 00 = H 00 , and by the last conjunct in (3), we have ψ#τ 00 . The
theorem follows from this because ψ is an object action it is independent of commutative actions
by other threads. Now consider the inductive case of this nested induction: |δ 00 | > 0. Note that if
ψ#δ 00 , then ψ#τ 00 , which implies the theorem. Assume that ¬(ψ#δ 00 ). Pick the greatest index i of
00
00
00
τ 00 such that ψ <+
τ τi . Let ϕ = τi . Because of the last conjunct of (3) and Lemma 1, τi comes

from δ, not H 00 . This ensures that there are following further splittings of δ 00 , τ 00 and H 00 : for some
traces γ, γ 0 , κ, κ0 , T, T 0 ,
δ 00 = γϕγ 0 ∧ τ 00 = κϕκ0 ∧ H 00 = T T 0 ∧
κ ∈ interleave(γ, T ) ∧ κ0 ∈ interleave(γ 0 , T 0 ) ∧ ϕ#κ0 .
The last conjunct ϕ#κ0 comes from the fact that ϕ is the last element of τ 00 with ψ <+
τ ϕ. Since
γ 0 is a subsequence of κ0 , the last conjunct ϕ#κ0 implies that ϕ#γ 0 . Also, τ 0 ψκϕκ0 ∼ τ 0 ψκκ0 ϕ by
Fact 4. Since τ = τ 0 ψκϕκ0 is well-formed, the equivalent trace τ 0 ψκκ0 ϕ and its prefix τ 0 ψκκ0 both
are

well-formed

as

well

(Facts

2

and

3).

Furthermore,

τ 0 ψκκ0 ∈ interleave(δ 0 γγ 0 , H 0 ψH 00 ). Since the length of γγ 0 is shorter than δ 00 , we can apply
the induction hypothesis of the nested induction, and get

∃σ. τ 0 ψκκ0 ∼ σ ∧ getHistory(σ) = S 0 ψ.(7)
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We will prove that σϕ is the trace desired for the theorem. Because of ϕ#κ0 and Fact 4, τ =
τ 0 ψκϕκ0 ∼ τ 0 ψκκ0 ϕ. Because of Fact 5 and the first conjunct of (7), τ 0 ψκκ0 ϕ ∼ σϕ. Thus,
τ ∼ σϕ by the transitivity of ∼. Furthermore, since ϕ is not an object action, the second conjunct
of (7) implies that getHistory(σϕ) = getHistory(σ) = S 0 ψ. Therefore, σϕ is the desired
trace.
Theorem 5. Let OSC and OSA be object systems. If OSC vQ OSA , then object system OSC
observationally refines OSA .

Proof. By Theorem 4, the quantifiability relation vQ is a simulation. Therefore, by Theorem 3, if
OSC vQ OSA , then object system OSC observationally refines OSA . It follows that the theorem
holds.
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CHAPTER 4: CORRECTNESS VERIFICATION

The vector space model of concurrent systems enabled by quantifiability has demonstrated capability to redefine many verification problems, moving them from NP to P complexity. This work
was first published in [ref].

Verification Algorithm

Algorithm 1 presents the type definitions for a method call in a history. Each Method type has a
field for its OpType (producer, consumer, reader, or writer) (line 1.7), a field for the object that
the method is invoked upon (line 1.8), a field for its input parameters (line 1.9), a field for its
output parameters (line 1.10), and a field for a previous value if the method is a write (line 1.11).
The function PARAMS T O I NDEX on line 1.12 is a hashing function that retrieves in O(1) time the
unique index associated with the process, object, and input/output parameters. Each method type
has a field for its classification (producer, consumer, reader, or writer), a field for the object that the
method is invoked upon, a field for its input parameters, a field for its output parameters, and a field
for a previous value if the method is a write. The function PARAMS T O I NDEX is a hashing function
that retrieves in O(1) time the unique index associated with the process, object, and input/output
parameters.
Algorithm 2 presents the verification algorithm for quantifiability derived from the corresponding
formal definition. Line 2.1 is defined as a constant that is the total number of unique configurations
comprising the process, object, and input/output that are encountered by the system. The P array
tracks the running sum of the producer method vectors. The W _prod array tracks the running sum
of the new values written by the writer method vectors. The W _cons array tracks the running sum
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Algorithm 1 Type Definitions
1: enum OpType
2:
Producer
3:
Consumer
4:
Reader
5:
Writer
6: struct Method
7:
OpType type
8:
void* object
9:
void* input
10:
void* output
11:
void* prevV al
12: function PARAMS T O I NDEX(void*object, void*params)
of the previous values overwritten by the writer method vectors. The R array tracks the running
sum of the reader method vectors. The C array tracks the running sum of the consumer method
vectors. The I array tracks the running sum of the read index for the reader method vectors. The H
array tracks the final sum of all method call vectors. The V ERIFY H ISTORY function accepts a set
of method calls as an argument on line 2.3. The for-loop on line 2.5 iterates through the methods
in the method call set and adds a value to the appropriate array according to the value assignment
scheme discussed in Section 2.
and summarized as follows.
Producer: For each producer method encountered in the method call set that inserts an item with
configuration i into the system, P [i] is incremented by one on line 2.8. At the end of the for-loop
on line 2.5, P [i] is the total number of items with configuration i that have entered the system.
Consumer: For each consumer method encountered in the method call set that removes an item
with configuration i from the system, C[i] is decremented by one on line 2.20. At the end of the
for-loop on line 2.5, C[i] is the total number of items with configuration i that have been removed
from the system.
Writer: For each writer method encountered in the method call set that updates an item in the sys-
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tem with a previous configuration of j to a new configuration i, W _prod[i] is incremented by one
(produce effect) on line 2.12 and W _cons[j] is decremented by one (consume effect) on line 2.13.
Reader: For each reader method encountered in the method call set that reads an item with configuration i in the system, the read count I[i] is incremented by one on line 2.16 and R[i] is decremented
I[i]
on line 2.17.
by 21
The for-loop on line 2.21 iterates through each of the configurations and sums the method call
~ If any element of H
~ is less than zero
vectors according to Definition 2 to obtain the final vector H.
~ are greater than or
(line 2.26), then the history is not quantifiable. Otherwise, if all elements of H
equal to zero, then the history is quantifiable.
Algorithm 2 Quantifiability Verification
1: #define M AX constant
. Total number of process/object/input/output configurations
2: int P [M AX], W _prod[M AX], W _cons[M AX], R[M AX], C[M AX], I[M AX], H[M AX]
3: function V ERIFY H ISTORY(set methods)
4:
set <Method >::iterator it
5:
for it = methods.begin(); it! = methods.end(); + +it do
6:
if it.type == P roducer then
7:
int j = PARAMS T O I NDEX(it.object, it.input)
8:
P [j] = P [j] + 1
9:
else if it.type == W riter then
10:
int j = PARAMS T O I NDEX(it.object, it.input)
11:
int k = PARAMS T O I NDEX(it.object, it.prevV al)
12:
W _prod[j] = W _prod[j] + 1
13:
W _cons[k] = W _cons[k] − 1
14:
else if it.type == Reader then
15:
int j = PARAMS T O I NDEX(it.object, it.output)
16:
I[j] = I[j] + 1
 I[j]
17:
R[j] = R[j] − 12
18:
else if it.type == Consumer then
19:
int j = PARAMS T O I NDEX(it.object, it.output)
20:
C[j] = C[j] − 1
21: for int
 i = 0; i < M AX; i + + do
~ _prod[i] ≥ 1 then
22:
if P [i] + W
~ = dP~ [i] + W
~ _prod[i] + R[i]e
~
~ _cons[i] + C[i]
~
23:
H[i]
+W
24:
else
~ = P~ [i] + W
~ _prod[i] + W
~ _cons[i] + R[i]
~ + C[i]
~
25:
H[i]
~ < 0 then
26:
if H[i]
27:
return false
28: return true
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Time Complexity of Verification Algorithm

Let n be the total number of methods in a history and let c be the total number of configurations
determined according to the input/output of each method and the object to be invoked on by the
method. The for-loop on line 2.5 takes O(n) time to iterate through all methods in the method call
set. The for-loop on line 2.21 takes O(c) time to iterate through all possible configurations. Let
i be the total number of input/output combinations and let j be the total number of objects. The
total number of configurations is i · j. Therefore, the total time complexity of V ERIFY H ISTORY is
O(n + i · j).

Correctness of Verification Algorithm

The correctness arguments for V ERIFY H ISTORY are provided to convince the reader that representing a history H as a set of method call vectors and applying linear algebra to the vectors to
~ guarantees that if each element of H
~ is greater than or equal to zero, then the methods
compute H
of H appear to occur atomically in some arbitrary order.
~ be an n-dimensional vector, where n is the total number
Theorem 6. Let H be a history. Let H
of configurations comprising the object and input or output parameters of the method calls of H.
~ represent the final state of the system resulting from history H. Let i be an arbitrary
Let vector H
item configuration that is a unique combination of the process, object, and input/output parameters.
~ such that H[i]
~ ≥ 0 if and only if history H corresponds
V ERIFY H ISTORY produces the vector H
to an arbitrary permutation of the methods in the method call set such that the methods appear to
occur atomically.

Proof. Since no restrictions are placed on the producer methods (duplicate items are permitted),
it is sufficient to show that the methods in a history appear to occur atomically as long as no
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~ is
non-existent items have been removed, updated, or read from the system. Each element of H
greater than or equal to one if an item with the configuration associated with position i exists in
the system, or zero if if an item with the configuration associated with position i does not exist in
~
the system. First, it must be shown that if H[i]
≥ 0 then history H corresponds to an arbitrary
permutation of the methods in the method call set such that the methods appear to occur atomically.
By contrapositive proof, suppose that history H corresponds to an arbitrary permutation of the
methods in the method call set such that the methods do not appear to occur atomically (i.e., a
non-existent item has either been removed from the system, updated in the system, or read from
the system). Proceed using a proof by cases evaluation.
Case 1: A non-existent item has been removed from the system. If a non-existent item is removed
~ _prod[i]) + C[i]
~ ≤ −1. Since R[i]
~ and W
~ _cons[i] are always less
from the system, then (P~ [i] + W
~ ≤ −1, so H[i]
~ ≥ 0 is false.
than or equal to zero, H[i]
Case 2: A non-existent item has been updated in the system. If a non-existent item is updated in
~ _prod[i]) + W
~ _cons[i] ≤ −1. Since R[i]
~ and C[i]
~ are always less than
the system, then (P~ [i] + W
~ ≤ −1, so H[i]
~ ≥ 0 is false.
or equal to zero, H[i]
Case 3: A non-existent item has been read in the system. If a non-existent item is read from the
~ _prod[i]) ≤ 0 and the ceiling function cannot be applied. Since R[i]
~ ≤−1,
system, then (P~ [i] + W
2
~ _cons[i] and C[i]
~ are always less than or equal to zero, H[i]
~ ≤−
and W

1
2

~ ≥ 0 is false.
, so H[i]

Second, it must be shown that if history H corresponds to an arbitrary permutation of the methods
~ ≥ 0. By contrain the method call set such that the methods appear to occur atomically then H[i]
~ < 0. The only elements that could cause H[i]
~ to be less than zero
positive proof, suppose that H[i]
~ _cons[i], C[i],
~
~
are W
and R[i].
Proceed using a proof by cases evaluation.
~ < 0, W
~ _cons[i] = 0, and R[i]
~ = 0. If H[i]
~ < 0, then (P~ [i] + W
~ _prod[i] + C[i])
~
Case 1: C[i]
< 0.
~ to one side of the inequality yields C[i]
~ < −(P~ [i] + W
~ _prod[i]), which implies that
Isolating C[i]
a non-existent item has been removed from the system, so the statement “the methods appear to
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occur atomically” is false.
~ _cons[i] < 0, C[i]
~
~
~
~ _prod[i] +
Case 2: W
= 0, and R[i]
= 0. If H[i]
< 0, then (P~ [i] + W
~ _cons[i]) < 0. Isolating W
~ _cons[i] to one side of the inequality yields W
~ _cons[i] < −(P~ [i] +
W
~ _prod[i]), which implies that a non-existent item has been updated in the system, so the stateW
ment “the methods appear to occur atomically” is false.
~ < 0, C[i]
~ = 0, and W
~ _cons[i] = 0. If H[i]
~ < 0, then (P~ [i] + W
~ _prod[i] + R[i])
~
Case 3: R[i]

~ _prod[i]
~ is guaranteed to fall in the range of −1, − 1 , the inequality (P~ [i] + W
< 0. Since R[i]
2
~
~ _prod[i]) = 0. This implies that a non-existent item has
+ R[i])
< 0 will only be true if (P~ [i] + W
be read from the system, so the statement “the methods appear to occur atomically” is false.

Proving that a Concurrent History is Quantifiably Correct with Tensor Representation

A tensor is the higher-dimension generalization of the matrix. Just as matrices are composed of
rows and columns, tensors are composed of fibers, obtained by fixing all indices of the tensor
except for one. The order of a tensor is the number of dimensions. When proving that a concurrent
history is quantifiable, it is useful to reshape the history vector into a higher-order tensor. Any
tensor of order d, including order-1 tensors (vectors), can be reshaped into a tensor of higher
order m, where m > d. Such a reshaping is known as the tensorization or folding of the original
tensor. There are many tensorization techniques for vectors based on the desired structure of the
resultant tensor Debals and De Lathauwer (2015). Here, we use the segmentation technique to map
consecutive segments of the vector to the tensor. In particular, we follow the method of Grasedyck
Grasedyck (2010); given a vector x ∈ RI1 ···IN , we define the bijection
µ : RI1 ···IN 7→ RI1 ×···×IN
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for all indices id ∈ {1, . . . , Id }, d = 1, . . . , N , by

(µ(x))i1 ,...,iN 7→ (x)j ,

where
j = i1 +

N
X

(ik − 1)

k−1
Y

Im .

m=1

k=2

This mapping maps each segment of I1 consecutive vector elements of x to each mode-1 fiber of
the tensor µ(x).
Let H ∈ RI·O·P ·M be the concurrent history vector for a given system. The general concurrent
history tensor H is then obtained by H = µ(H) ∈ RI×O×P ×M . Because the value assignment
scheme provides scalar quantities to the method calls, it can be useful to eliminate the inside
dimension M by summation, yielding a 3-way tensor Hiop ∈ RI×O×P which is the net result of
method calls for each process for every object-item pair. The process dimension may further be
eliminated by summation and the order-2 tensor (matrix) Hio ∈ RI×O is the net result of all method
calls for every object-item pair. This matrix represents a quantifiable history if and only if all of
the resulting elements are greater than or equal to zero.
An alternative view of a tensor is that of a scalar quantity and two or three directions. The vector
representing concurrent histories may thus be reshaped into tensors of rank 2, 3, or 4. The ways of
the tensor correspond to the components of the system model. As a tensor, the inner quantities are
the scalar values assigned to the method calls while the directions along the ways are the processes,
objects and items that implement the method calls. These can be visualized in three dimensions
with a tuple of quantities representing the method calls for each process, object and item at the
appropriate coordinates in space.
The tensor is created using the column-order convention for folding the tensor as defined in Kolda
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Kolda (2001). Let dI be the number of items, dP the number of processes, dO the number of
objects and dM be the number of different method calls in the system. The size of the history
vector is d = dM × dP × dO × dI. The general concurrent history tensor is H ∈ RI×O×P ×M .
The relationship between the history column vector H and history tensor H of d elements is
H ≡ vec(H) ≡ H(1:d) ≡ [h1,1,1,1 ,
h2,1,1,1 . . . hdI,1,1,1 ,
h1,2,1,1 . . . hdI,dO,1,1 ,

(4.1)

h1,1,2,1 . . . hdI,dO,dP,1 ,
h1,1,1,2 . . . hdI,dO,dP,dM ]T

In summary, quantifiability can be determined by tensorizing the history vector into an order-4
tensor and summing along the method and process dimensions to flatten it into a matrix. If all the
values in this matrix are non-negative then the history is quantifiable.
As with the vector space properties, the tensor properties have physical meaning. For example,
summing the absolute values along only the method and process dimensions creates a heatmap of
the busy object-item pairs in the history. This can be interpreted as the object contention and the
distribution of use of particular data items in the program execution.
The tensor mathematics above readily translates into programming languages optimized for linear
algebra, such as Python using the NumPy extensions. For example consider the sample code below
showing correctness of a history with two methods, two processes, two objects and four items.

import numpy a s np
from numpy import a r r a y
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m e t h o d s = a r r a y ( [ ’ p u s h ’ , ’ pop ’ ] )
p r o c e s s e s = a r r a y ( [ ’ P0 ’ , ’ P1 ’ ] )
objects = array ([ ’x ’ , ’y ’ ])
i t e m s = a r r a y ( [ ’ 7 ’ , ’ 8 ’ , ’ 9 ’ , ’ 10 ’ ] )

dM = m e t h o d s . s i z e
dP = p r o c e s s e s . s i z e
dO = o b j e c t s . s i z e
dI = items . s i z e
dim = dM * dP * dO * d I

b a s e = a r r a y ( [ [ M, P , O, I ] \
for M in methods for P in p r o c e s s e s \
for O in o b j e c t s for I in items ] )
H = array ([1 ,1 ,4 ,3 , 1 ,1 ,2 ,11 , \
6 , 4 , 1 , 1 , 1 , 1 2 , 7 , 5 , −2 , −1 , −1 , −1 , \
−1 , −2 , −3 , −10 , −1 , −1 , −1 , −1 , − 1 , − 1 , − 1 , − 2 ] )
H_oi_sum = H . r e s h a p e ( ( dM* dP , dO * d I ) , \
o r d e r = " F " ) . sum ( 1 )
print ( " Quantifiable " ) \
i f ( a l l ( i >= 0 f o r i i n H_oi_sum ) ) \
e l s e p r i n t ( " Not Q u a n t i f i a b l e " )

b a s e _ o i = b a s e [ 0 : dO * dI , 2 : 4 ]
p r i n t ( " Qty o f O b j e c t − I t e m p a i r s : " , ] \
l i s t ( z i p ( H_oi_sum , b a s e _ o i . t o l i s t ( ) ) ) )
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Proving that a Data Structure is Quantifiably Correct

To prove that a concurrent data structure is quantifiability correct, it must be shown that each
method call preserves atomicity (the method takes effect entirely or not at all), isolation (the
method’s effects are indivisible), and conservation (every method call either completes successfully, remains pending, or is explicitly cancelled). There is a large body of work on automatic
verification of atomicity for transactions or method calls in a concurrent history, including an
atomic type system Flanagan and Qadeer (2003), inference of operation dependencies Flanagan
et al. (2008), dynamic analysis tools Flanagan et al. (2004) based on Lipton’s theory of reduction Lipton (1975), and modular testing of client code Shacham et al. (2011). There are fewer
techniques presented in literature for proving atomicity and isolation for a concurrent object. Such
techniques include Lipton’s theory of reduction Lipton (1975) for reasoning about sequences of
statements that are indivisible, occurrence graphs that represent a single computation as a set of
interdependent events Best and Randell (1981), Wing’s methodology Wing (1989) for demonstrating that a concurrent object’s behavior exhibits its specification, and simulation mappings between
the implementation and specification automata Chockler et al. (2005).
Proving that a concurrent object is linearizable using the approach by Herlihy et al. Herlihy and
Wing (1990b) requires an abstraction function A : REP → ABS to be defined, where ABS is
an abstract type (the type being implemented), REP is a representation type (the type used to
implement ABS), and A is defined for the subset of REP values that are legal representations
of ABS. An implementation ρ of an abstract operation α is shown to be correct by proving that
whenever ρ carries one legal REP value r to another r’, α carries the abstract value from A(r) to
A(r’).
Since Lipton’s approach Lipton (1975) is focused on lock-based critical sections, occurrence
graphs Best and Randell (1981) do not model data structure semantics, and Wing’s approach Wing
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(1989), simulation mappings Chockler et al. (2005), and formal proofs of linearizability require
reference to sequential histories, they are not sufficient for proofs of quantifiability. However, informal proofs of linearizability reason about program correctness by identifying a single instruction
for each method in which the method call takes effect, referred to as a linearization point. Proving
that a data structure is quantifiably correct can be performed in a similar fashion by defining a
visibility point for each method. A visibility point is a single instruction for a method in which the
entire effects of the method call become visible to other method calls. Unlike a linearization point,
a visibility point does not need to occur at some instant between a method call’s invocation and
response.
Let hX.m(a∗ ) P i denote a method call invocation event of method m on object X with input
arguments a∗ by process P . An object’s element, denoted x, contains the boolean field request
to indicate if the element is a request to perform an operation on an element that does not yet
exist in the object. Element x contains the event field to indicate the requested operation. Let
hX : t(r∗ ) P i denote a method call response event from object X with response values r∗ by
process P , where t is Ok if the response is successful, P ending if the response is pending, or
an Exception if the response is unsuccessful. Let minv be an inverse method of method m (e.g.
push is an inverse for pop in a stack). A method call m is conserved if hX : t(r∗ ) P i, t = Ok ∨
(hX : t(r∗ ) P i, t = P ending ∧ (∃x ∈ X, x.request = true ∧ x.event = hX.m(a∗ ) P i)). The
proof for conservation of method calls requires demonstrating that 1) hX : t(r∗ ) P i, t = Ok (a
method completes its operation) on the successful code path, 2) hX : t(r∗ ) P i, t = P ending ∧
(∃x ∈ X, x.request = true ∧ x.event = hX.m(a∗ ) P i) (a method’s pending request is stored in
the data structure) on the unsuccessful code path, and 3) ∀x ∈ X such that x.request = true ∧
hX.minv (a∗ ) P i ∧ (∃x ∈ X, x.request = true ∧ x.event = hX.m(a∗ ) P i) =⇒ hX.minv (a∗ ) P i
hX : t(r∗ ) P i,t = Ok ∧ hX.m(a∗ ) P i hX : t(r∗ ) P i, t = Ok (method m’s pending request is
fulfilled by inverse method minv ).
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Establishing a visibility point for a method demonstrates that its effects preserve atomicity and
isolation, but it still remains to be shown that the method call’s effects are conserved. A method
call’s effects are proven to be conserved by showing that it returns successfully or its pending
request is stored in the data structure and will be fulfilled by a future method call. Additionally,
statements must be provided for each method that prove that its invocation is guaranteed to fulfill
a corresponding pending request if the elements of the data structure comprise only requests.
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CHAPTER 5: ENTROPY AND PERFORMANCE

There is an imminent demand to understand the relationship between correctness and performance
to deliver highly scalable multiprocessor programs. The motivation for this relationship is that relaxed correctness conditions provide performance benefits by reducing contention on data structure
hot spots. Previous approaches propose metrics for characterizing relaxed correctness conditions
that measure the number of method calls or state transitions to be shifted to arrive at a legal sequential history. The reason the existing metrics cannot measure the performance effects of a correctness condition is that they ignore delays in method calls since delayed responses from method
calls yield correct behavior in even the strictest correctness conditions. We observe that method
call delays can be captured by measuring the disorder in method call ordering using a metric from
information theory known as entropy. We propose entropy as the first metric for multiprocessor
programs that evaluates the trade-offs between correctness and performance. We measure entropy
for a variety of concurrent stacks, queues, and sets from the Synchrobench micro-benchmark suite
and correlate entropy, correctness, and performance. Our main insight is that lower entropy corresponds to better performance for strict correctness conditions and higher entropy corresponds to
better performance for relaxed correctness conditions.
Highly scalable multiprocessor programs are essential to fully utilize the processing power available in multicore architectures. Strict correctness guarantees expected for multiprocessor programs
can limit scalability since concurrent processes must be synchronized to provide the illusion of a
sequential execution. A correctness condition is a definition of correct behavior for a multiprocessor program. For example, linearizability Herlihy and Wing (1990a) is a correctness condition
such that a concurrent history of method calls is equivalent to a sequential history, and each method
call appears to take effect at some instant between its invocation and response. If the effects of a
method call occur between its invocation and response, the method call takes effect in real-time
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order. A correctness condition that allows method calls to deviate from real-time order is referred
to as a relaxed correctness condition. A data structure designed for a relaxed correctness condition
implies non-linearizability.
A fundamental metric of concurrent data structures is throughput - the number of method calls
completed per time unit. Other hardware metrics such as instructions executed, cache-misses, or
branch mispredictions influence throughput. We use the term performance to cover all such metrics
that affect data structure throughput. Many concurrent data structures exploit relaxed correctness
conditions to achieve significant performance improvements Afek et al. (2010b); Kirsch et al.
(2013); Haas et al. (2013b); Zhang and Dechev (2015); Wimmer et al. (2015b); Cook et al. (2019).
These data structures employ contention reducing techniques to achieve performance gains such
as allowing method calls to be performed in parallel in different segments of the data structure by
relaxing the real-time ordering requirement Afek et al. (2010b); Kirsch et al. (2013); Cook et al.
(2019) or relaxing the semantics of inherently sequential operations such as the D ELETE M IN of a
priority queue Zhang and Dechev (2015); Wimmer et al. (2015b). Understanding the relationship
between correctness and performance is paramount in the development of multiprocessor programs
at scale.
Previous works on relaxed correctness conditions Afek et al. (2010b); Henzinger et al. (2013b)
have proposed a metric for the number of method calls or state transitions to be shifted such that the
history of method calls is in real-time order. However, these metrics do not characterize the effects
of the applied correctness condition on performance. The reason that the existing metrics are
not capable of measuring the performance effects of a correctness condition is that they neglect the
delays in method calls since delayed method calls are considered correct behavior in all correctness
conditions. Delays in method calls are caused by events such as process scheduling, hardware
interrupts, software interrupts, or contention on frequently accessed memory locations.
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Consider N processes where each process enqueues an element into a linearizable First-In-FirstOut (FIFO) queue. The queue must endure a large volume of contention as processes battle to
update the tail of the queue to point to their element using a read-modify-write synchronization
primitive such as Compare-And-Swap (CAS) 1 . The method call order is the order in which the
method calls take effect. Since the ordering between overlapping method calls is indistinguishable
until the outcome is observed, there are N ! ways in which these elements may be ordered in
the queue. We account for method call delays in the observed method call order by measuring
the deviations in the order that the method calls are invoked, referred to as the invocation order.
Method call order that deviates from invocation order is referred to as disorder.
Even a strict correctness condition such as linearizability admits uncertain results due to events
such as process scheduling, hardware interrupts, or software interrupts. Consider N processes
where each process enqueues an element into a linearizable First-In-First-Out (FIFO) queue. Since
the ordering between overlapping method calls is indistinguishable until the outcome is observed,
there are N ! ways in which these elements may be ordered in the queue. Although the final ordering
of the elements in the queue may seem arbitrary, it likely endured a large volume of contention as
processes battled to update the tail of the queue to point to their element using a read-modify-write
synchronization primitive such as Compare-And-Swap (CAS).
A simple relaxation of linearizability could be made for the previous example and achieve a similar
ordering for N concurrent method calls. If enqueued elements are allowed to be out of order up
to a distance of k, the queue could be divided into segments to reduce contention on the head and
tail while maintaining the k-FIFO property Kirsch et al. (2013). Intuitively, the k-FIFO queue has
the potential to perform better than the linearizable queue by allowing processes to access different
1 CAS accepts a memory location, expected value, and new value as parameters. If the dereferenced value of the
memory location is equivalent to the expected value, then the memory location value is updated to the new value and
true is returned. Otherwise, no change is made and false is returned.
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segments of the queue for enqueue and dequeue operations, which enhances parallelism.
Regardless of whether k is set to 1 or N , the number of possible orderings of the elements in the
queue for N concurrent method calls is still N !. It appears as though the linearizable queue is
unnecessarily restrictive for the previously described example considering that a similar method
call ordering can be achieved using the k-FIFO queue. Knowledge on the relationship between
unpredictability of method call orderings permitted by a correctness condition and performance
can benefit designers of scalable multiprocessor programs. For example, if the linearizable queue
and k-FIFO queue achieve a similar amount of unpredictability in the ordering of method calls,
and the k-FIFO queue provides a 2x speedup over the linearizable queue, it is intuitive that the
performance benefits of the k-FIFO queue outweigh the benefits of the linearizability correctness
guarantee.
In information systems, Shannon entropy Shannon (1948) measures the disorder in a probability
distribution Goodfellow et al. (2016). A sequential program whose outcome is deterministic is
predictable because there is only one possible ordering of method calls, yielding zero entropy.
When non-determinism is introduced by executing multiple processes, the ordering of method calls
is unpredictable due to the N ! possible orderings for N overlapping methods, yielding increased
entropy.
When entropy is normalized such that the range of entropy falls between zero and one, it represents
the efficiency of the communication channels Zunino et al. (2009). For a concurrent data structure,
a communication channel is a unique memory location that a method call touches to access the
concurrent data structure, referred to as an entry point. The number of entry points that are permitted in the data structure is affected by the correctness condition. For example, if elements in a
queue are allowed to be enqueued out of order up to a distance of k, the queue can be divided into
segments of length k to reduce contention on the head and tail while maintaining the k-FIFO prop-
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erty Kirsch et al. (2013). The number of entry points utilized, which is computed from normalized
entropy, determines the number of method calls that can be performed in parallel. Our main result
is a theoretical analysis that expresses the relationship between normalized entropy and speedup
of a concurrent program over a sequential program.
In this paper, we propose entropy as the first metric for multiprocessor programs that characterizes
the relationship between correctness and performance. Entropy brings new insights into the relationship between correctness and performance by providing a measurement for the efficiency of the
concurrent data structure entry points. We apply this knowledge in the optimization of concurrent
data structures by finding opportunities for performance gains through relaxed correctness conditions. A key observation in our work is that when analyzing linearizable data structures, lower
entropy implies better performance. We attribute this observation to increased predictability in
method call ordering due to a design strategy that minimizes failed CAS attempts or delayed lock
acquisitions during periods of high contention. We also show that the larger the unpredictability of
the outcome of a multiprocessor program (higher entropy), the larger the opportunity for improved
scalability by relaxing the correctness condition to reduce contention on the entry points of the
data structure.
Entropy has broad applicability to domains in which the reordering of instructions/operations can
achieve performance gains. For example, entropy can be applied to the C++ memory model Boehm
and Adve (2008) to gain insights on how unpredictability of instruction ordering due to relaxed
semantics affects performance. We use the term correlate to describe the identification of a relationship between two or more properties of concurrent programs.
The contributions of this work include:

• We propose entropy as the first metric for multiprocessor programs that correlates correct-
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ness with performance.
• We propose a model that characterizes the relationship between entropy, correctness, and
speedup that determines how the correctness condition affects scalability.
• We measure entropy for the Treiber stack Treiber (1986), Elimination Backoff Stack Hendler
et al. (2004b), QStack Cook et al. (2019), Michael–Scott queue Michael and Scott (1995),
CC-queue Fatourou and Kallimanis (2012), LCR-queue Morrison and Afek (2013), and four
set structures from the Synchrobench micro-benchmark suite Gramoli (2015).
• We provide a case study that uses the entropy metric to obtain performance gains by relaxing
the correctness condition and evaluate the trade-offs between correctness and performance.

The remainder of this chapter is organized as follows. The next section discusses related work
on correctness, relaxed memory models, and previous use of the entropy metric in software engineering. Section 5 provides background on Shannon entropy and presents our proposed technique
for measuring entropy in queues, stacks, and sets. Section 5 derives an equation that correlates
entropy, correctness, and speedup. Section 6 presents the experimental evaluation that measures
entropy for concurrent queues, stacks, and sets, and correlates entropy with correctness and performance. Section 6 presents our case study that analyzes the relationship between entropy and
performance at various values of k in the k-FIFO queue. Concluding remarks are provided in the
Entropy section of the concluding chapter of the dissertation.

Entropy Related Work

Several works acknowledge the trade-off between scalability and correctness and have presented
formal models for relaxed behaviors of concurrent data structures. Afek et al. Afek et al. (2010b)
present quasi-linearizability, a correctness condition that allows a concurrent history to deviate
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from a legal sequential history by some bounded distance k, referred to as the quasi-linearization
factor. Henzinger et al. Henzinger et al. (2013b) propose a framework for formally describing and
quantifying relaxed semantics of concurrent data structures. A sequential specification of an object
is a set of sequential histories for the object Herlihy and Wing (1990a). A sequential specification
S is described using a particular labeled transition system whose states are sets of sequences in S
and the transitions are labeled by method calls. A local transition cost function assigns a penalty to
each wrong transition and a global path cost function accumulates the local costs to compute the
overall distance of a sequence, referred to as the sequence distance.
The quasi-linearization factor Afek et al. (2010b) and sequence distance Henzinger et al. (2013b)
measure how out of order a concurrent execution is with respect to real-time order. Since the frame
of reference is a sequential specification for linearizable objects, these metrics do not suffice for
the measurement of the disorder/unpredictability in executions where 1) the designed correctness
condition is not linearizability, or 2) the history of method calls is correct but admits unpredictability (i.e., if two threads concurrently push a unique element onto a stack, it is unpredictable which
push occurs first until the result is observed by a pop). Shannon entropy Shannon (1948) is a
suitable metric for quantifying the disorder/unpredictability in multiprocessor programs because it
accounts for unpredictability due to non-determinism in concurrent executions that is applicable to
any correctness condition.
Relaxed memory models Boehm and Adve (2008) provide memory operations with weaker semantics than sequential consistency Lamport (1979b) with the benefit of improved performance
through compiler optimizations. The weak semantics of relaxed memory models allow atomic operations to be reordered based on the specification. The memory_order_consume specification
does not allow reads or writes in the current thread dependent on the value currently loaded to be
reordered before this load. The memory_order_acquire specification does not allow reads
or writes in the current thread to be reordered before this load. The memory_order_release
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specification does not allow reads or writes in the current thread to be reordered after this store.
The memory_order_relaxed specification does not place any ordering constraint between
other reads and writes.
A correctness model Ou and Demsky (2017) is proposed that requires justified behaviors to be defined that express the portion of the concurrent history that justifies the non-deterministic behavior
observed by the method calls that use relaxed semantics. To prevent undesirable non-deterministic
behavior, Bender et al. Bender et al. (2015) present a declarative fence insertion approach for specifying the expected orders of memory operations. Since justified behaviors and declarative fence
insertion are focused on acceptable method call behavior resulting from a reordering of low-level
atomic operations rather than a reordering of the high-level method calls, these formalisms are unsuitable for the measurement of disorder/unpredictability of the method calls in a multiprocessor
program.
Entropy, having wide applicability due to its prevalence in information theory, is used as a metric
for software engineering. Bianchi Bianchi et al. (2001) measures entropy as the degree of disorder
in a software system traceability to assess its degradation. Hassan et al. Hassan and Holt (2003)
propose entropy to evaluate the complexity of software development, which is measured according
to source code change history. Hassan Hassan (2009) extends the work of Hassan et al. Hassan and
Holt (2003) to predict the incidence of faults in a software system. Confora et al. Canfora et al.
(2010) empirically investigates the relationship of entropy with factors such as changes occurring
to software systems, design patterns in the source code, and the number of contributors that modified the source code files. Singh et al. Singh and Chaturvedi (2012) propose an entropy-based bug
prediction approach using kernel based support vector regression.
Entropy is also adopted as a metric for software testing. The cross entropy method Rubinstein
(1997) solves both continuous multiextremal and discrete optimization problems by solving a se-
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quence of simple auxiliary smooth optimization problems based on importance sampling, Markov
chain, Boltzmann distribution, and Kullback–Leibler cross-entropy Kapur and Kesavan (1992).
Rubinstein et al. Rubinstein and Kroese (2013) adapt the cross-entropy method for rare event simulation. Chockler et al. Chockler et al. (2007) present a software testing approach based on the
cross-entropy methods that defines a performance function that is higher for the error or pattern of
interest. Chockler at al. Chockler et al. (2009) develop an approach for replay in concurrent programs based on the cross-entropy method. The approach by Chockler et al. Chockler et al. (2007)
is adapted for approximate replay by defining a performance function that reaches its global maximum on executions that are as close to the recorded execution as possible.
Our proposed entropy metric for multiprocessor programs differs from the use of entropy in software engineering because the disorder/unpredictability is measured for a concurrent execution
rather than source code complexity. More similarities exist between our use of entropy and the
usage of entropy in software testing. The main difference between our approach and the crossentropy method Chockler et al. (2007, 2009) for software testing in concurrent programs is that
software testing is concerned with bug-finding, while our approach is concerned with measuring
disorder/unpredictability for concurrent executions to assess the relationship between correctness
and performance.

Entropy Applied to Concurrent Objects

With a large number of threads and therefore many overlapping method calls, quantifiability and
linearizability both accept any ordering of the overlapping calls. The results presented in Section ?? show performance gains for prototype quantifiable data structures over their linearizable
counterparts. What is missing is a way to measure the disorder introduced to achieve such gains.
This section will propose a measure of the disorder and apply it to the experimental results.
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Entropy applied to information systems is called Shannon entropy, also referred to as information
entropy Shannon (1948). Shannon entropy measures the amount of uncertainty in a probability
distribution Goodfellow et al. (2016). With a single process calling a non-concurrent object, the
results are completely predictable. Concurrent data structures, even provably linearizable ones,
may admit unpredictable results. A perfectly ordered data stream input sequentially to a linearizable FIFO queue will not necessarily emerge in the same order. Overlapping method calls together
with the rules of linearizability may allow a great many different correct output orders. In the literature this divergence from the real time order is called an error rate. This term is misleading as it
implies failure or incorrectness. Where the unpredictability of a concurrent system is not an error,
but lies within the bounds of correctness, we suggest entropy as the measure. In many physical
systems, the change in entropy increases with the speed of a reaction. Computing systems cannot
escape the general applications of physical laws. The motivation behind generalizing entropy for
concurrent objects is to provide the ability to measure the uncertainty in a concurrent system for
the comparison of concurrent correctness conditions.
If the natural numbers 1, 2...N are sent into a FIFO queue and emerge intact, each successive
dequeue method call output will always be greater than the preceding dequeue method call output.
This scenario represents perfect predictability, and zero entropy. Likewise, a LIFO stack output
would perfectly reverse the order. The interesting events are when items come back from our data
structures in the “wrong” order. These are called surprises in the literature, and their probability
distribution of occurrence is called the surprisal. For an ordered list a1 , a2 , ...ai , an inversion Knuth
(1998) in the list is a surprise, and the inversion count x(j) is defined for each list element aj as
follows:
x(j) = count(i < j, ai > aj ) + count(i > j, ai < aj )

(5.1)

Let X be a discrete random variable that denotes an observed inversion count for a list element,
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referred to as an item in the system model. Let N be the total number of items in the list. Let kX be
the number of items that measured an inversion count of X. The discrete probability distribution
of surprising events is P (X) =

kX
.
N

An item with a large inversion count is more out-of-order and

thus more surprising than an item with a smaller count.
Given inversion count x(j) defined over the concurrent history with n items, let k be the number
of items with an inversion count of X. The possible values of X are { X0 , ..., Xn }. The discrete
probability distribution of surprising events is P (X) =

k
.
n

The entropy for a set of concurrent

histories generated in an experiment is:

H(X) = −

n
X

P (Xi )logP (Xi )

(5.2)

i=0

To gather inversion data for the Treiber Stack, EBS and QStack , the real time order of items
pushed to the stack was measured using instrumented code as done in Dodds et al. (2014). The
push order was compared to the pop order and inversion events were counted. Raw data points are
shown in Figures 6.1a, 6.1c and the discrete probability distributions obtained are shown in Figures
6.1b, 6.1d. It is notable that the Treiber stack and the EBS both show a hard limit on the maximum
inversion, being close to the number of threads in each case. This is intuitive for linearizable or
near-linearizable data structures because this is the maximum number of overlapping method calls.
At 32 threads, there is some dispersion in the results for Treiber and EBS, but the entropy caused
by the QStack is double since there is more uncertainty in method call ordering for the QStack
in comparison to the Treiber stack and EBS. At 64 threads, the dispersion is much greater for
the EBS and Treiber, and only slightly more for the QStack. The entropy increase reflects this
trend since a larger variance in the probability distribution yields higher entropy. Convergence of
results at higher thread counts for the concurrent data structures tested is reflected in the similar
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entropy P (X). The performance results presented in Figure ?? showcase how the QStack design
leverages the uncertainty in a concurrent system to deliver high scalability obtained through relaxed
semantics.
Quantifiability places less importance on order than linearizability, and is more like serializability.
Several authors promote the idea that linearizability and serializability are of different categories
and should be applied to different domains. This recognizes the fact that there are important
domains where the temporal order does not matter. Database systems are mentioned as an example,
where the semantics of related atomic method calls in a transaction determine correctness, not the
temporal order of (mostly) unrelated individual method calls.
The point of relaxed semantics of concurrent system ordering is to allow method calls to be executed out-of-order to effectively utilize multiple processors. In general relaxed semantics apply
to all method calls, even those in the same process. A push followed by another push in the same
process on a stack with relaxation of 4 may be reordered so that the first push ends up second, and
the second push goes into fourth place. A concurrent system with shared objects does not need
to be strictly sequentially consistent, because calls to the shared objects are asynchronous and the
result returned depends upon what all the other processes did in the interval between calls in the
program order.
An appropriate baseline for the use of relaxed semantics can be stated for a given concurrent
system. Consider a system with P processes. At any moment there may be P candidates as the
next item put into or removed from the container. Assume that the placement of an item into
the container or the removal of an item from the container is performed when the CAS on the
associated memory location in the container succeeds. The only way to know which item it will be
is if you are controlling which process successfully applies CAS. That process will win. The others
will spin until their application of CAS succeeds. There are up to P possible candidates for the next
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item. A 64 processor system should use at least 64 as its relaxation level because the placement of
the next item depends upon which of 64 processors wins the CAS race. It is not something over
which the data structure itself has control, a fact that is ignored in most system models. Therefore
it follows that any system with P processes should adopt a relaxation level of at least P.
Quantifiability recognizes that order can be critical. However the temporal order of unrelated
method calls rarely is, and should not be used to determine program correctness. Instead of starting
from the most restrictive ordering semantics and relaxing them, quantifiability starts by assigning
a value to the method calls and then applying constraints on temporal, semantic, or transactional
ordering that are appropriate to the application.
How much should semantics be relaxed can be determined using the consensus number. Atomic
locks can mediate systems with a consensus number of 2. CAS is able to mediate an infinite
number of processes, at the cost of spinning on CAS. What lies between is the territory of relaxed
semantics. A single process has a consensus number of 1, and needs no mediation. A concurrent
system of two processes has a consensus number of 2, which can be mediated by an atomic lock.
But if both first and second place are equally correct in this system, no mediation is required. Using
induction, a system of 64 processes, where the next item may be correctly pushed to any of the top
64 places, has a consensus number of 64.

Shannon Entropy Applied to Concurrent Data Structures

Information theory accounts for the idea that the occurrence of a low probability event conveys
more information content than the occurrence of a high probability event because it reveals information regarding an unexpected event. The information content, referred to as the surprisal, is
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presented in Equation 5.5 for an event e with probability p(e).

I(e) = −log p(e)

H(X) = −

n
X

P (xi )logP (xi )

(5.3)

(5.4)

i=1

I(e) = −log p(e)

(5.5)

Shannon entropy Shannon (1948) quantifies the average surprisal of a probability distribution.
Equation 5.6 presents the Shannon entropy for a discrete random variable X with possible values
{x1 , · · · , xn } and probability mass function P (X).

H(X) = −

n
X

P (xi )logP (xi )

(5.6)

i=1

The computation of the probability mass function P (X) varies for each of the abstract data types
for concurrent data structures. We now present our proposed technique for measuring entropy in
concurrent data structures.

Queues and Stacks

A queue incorporates a FIFO ordering for its elements, while a stack incorporates a Last-In-FirstOut (LIFO) ordering for its elements. An unpredictable outcome occurs when the elements of a
queue or stack are ordered in a way that deviates from FIFO (queue) or LIFO (stack) semantics.
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The element order in a queue or stack represents the method call order. The expected order of
method calls is determined according to invocation order. The deviations in the expected ordering
of method calls is measured by counting the observed inversions. Given a queue or stack, let each
term aj in list a1 , a2 , ..., an represent the invocation order of element j in the queue or stack. For
example, if the elements of the data structure follow FIFO semantics, a1 = 1, a2 = 2, ..., an = n.
The inversion count x(j) for queues is defined for each list term aj in Equation 5.10 Knuth (1998),
where each position of x(j) is initialized to zero. The value of x(j) represents the number of swaps
required to sort element j into its expected order in the data structure.

f o r ( j = 1; j <= n; j++ )
f o r ( i = 1; i < j; i++ )

(5.7)

i f ( ai > aj )
x(j) = x(j) + 1

f o r ( j = 1; j <= n; j++ )
f o r ( i = 1; i < j; i++ )

(5.8)

i f ( ai < aj )
x(j) = x(j) + 1

f o r ( i = 0; i < n; i++ )
f o r ( j = 1; j <= n; j++ )

(5.9)

i f ( x(j) == i )
ki = ki + 1

If the elements of a data structure follow LIFO semantics, a1 = n, a2 = n − 1, ..., an = 1. The
inversion count x(j) for stacks is defined for each list term aj in Equation 5.11 Knuth (1998),
where each position of x(j) is initialized to zero.
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x(j) = count(i < j, ai > aj )

x(j) = count(i < j, ai < aj )

(5.10)

(5.11)

For a queue or stack with n elements, the inversion count for an element is between 0 to n − 1. The
discrete random variable X for an element of a queue or stack is the inversion count. To compute
the probability mass function, we measure the probability that the discrete random variable is equal
to some value in an execution. The possible values for discrete random variable X (i.e. number
of inversions) are {0, · · · , n − 1}. Let ki be a count of the number of elements in the queue or
stack that observe inversion count i. The value of ki is computed by Equation 5.12, where ki is
initialized to zero for each i.
The probability mass function for inversion count i is given by Equation 5.13. The Shannon
entropy for queues and stacks is presented in Equation 5.14, derived by replacing the probability
mass function in Equation 5.6 with the probability mass function presented in Equation 5.13.

f o r ( i = 0; i < n; i++ )
f o r ( j = 1; j <= n; j++ )

(5.12)

i f ( x(j) == i )
ki = ki + 1

P (i) = ki /n

H(X) = −

(5.13)

n−1
X
ki
i=0

n

log

ki
n

(5.14)

Sets and Maps

Sets and maps represent a collection of elements. A set labels each of its elements with a unique
key. A map extends the set abstract data type to also include a value for each key. An element’s
order in the data structure implementing the set or map is referred to as concrete order. Since the
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concrete order does not reflect the order that the method calls take effect, we use the invocation
order of the set/map method calls rather than the concrete order. The deviations in the expected
ordering of method calls is measured by counting the shortest distance, i.e. number of method call
swaps, with respect to the invocation order to produce a legal sequential history. Given a set or
map, let list m1 , m2 , ..., mn be a list of method calls where each term mj is the method call with
invocation order j in the set or map. Each field mj .op is the operation insert (ins) or remove (rem).
Each field mj .key is the key of the operation. The distance x(j) for sets and maps is defined in
Equation 5.15, where each position of x(j) is initialized to zero. The SkipSet prevents double
counting the required swaps. For a set or map with n method calls, the possible values for discrete
random variable X (i.e. distance) are {0, · · · , n − 1}. Let ki be the the number of method calls that
observe distance i. The value of ki is computed by Equation 5.12, where ki is initialized to zero
for each i. The probability mass function is computed using Equation 5.13 and Shannon entropy
is computed using Equation 5.14.

f o r ( j = 1; j <= n; j++ ) {
i f ( mj .op == ins && mj 6∈ SkipSet )
i f ( mj .key 6∈ S ) S = S ∪ mj .key

e l s e i f ( mj .op == rem && mj 6∈ SkipSet )
i f ( mj .key ∈ S ) S = S \ mj .key
else {
x(j) = dist(mi ) s u c h t h a t i > j ,

else {
x(j) = dist(mi ) s u c h t h a t i > j ,

SkipSet = SkipSet ∪ mi

mi .op = rem, mi .key = mj .key
SkipSet = SkipSet ∪ mi
}

(5.15)

mi .op = ins, mi .key = mj .key

}
} end for − loop

Theoretical Analysis of the Correlation between Entropy, Correctness, and Speedup

We now derive an equation that correlates entropy, correctness, and speedup. Our theoretical
analysis is based on the notion of an entry point which denotes a unique memory location that a
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method call must touch to access the concurrent data structure. For example, a queue has two entry
points – the head and the tail. The correctness condition affects the number of entry points that
can be supported by the data structure such that any history of method calls invoked on the data
structure is correct.
Entropy is computed from the probability of the inversion events for a data structure. If the probability distribution for the inversion events is uniform, then entropy approaches its maximum value.
If the probability distribution for the inversion events is non-uniform, then entropy decreases. If
any particular inversion event has a 100% chance of occurrence, then entropy is 0 because there is
no uncertainty and therefore no new information is conveyed. When all entry points of a data structure are equally utilized the probability of an inversion event exhibits a uniform distribution. The
effective use of the communication channels (i.e. the entry points of a data structure) is quantified
by efficiency, which is directly related to entropy Zunino et al. (2009). Let n be the maximum inversion count observed for a data structure. Efficiency is computed by Equation 5.16, also referred
to as normalized entropy Kumar et al. (1986).

η(X) = −

n−1
X
P (xi )log P (xi )
i=0

log n

=

H(X)
log n

(5.16)

We now deduce the relationship between normalized entropy and the number of entry points utilized, then use this relationship to provide a theoretical analysis of the correlation between normalized entropy and theoretical speedup. For the purposes of computing the theoretical speedup,
we assume that the theoretical maximum number of entry points is equal to the maximum inversion count. However, due to the design constraints of the data structure, only a fraction of the
available entry points will be utilized. We assume that the entry points utilized, denoted by u, are
accessed with a uniform distribution. The probability of accessing one of the utilized entry points
is P (xi ) =

n/u
n

= u1 . Since P (xi ) =

1
u

for u entry points and P (xi ) = 0 for all other entry points,
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normalized entropy in terms of entry points utilized is expressed by Equation 5.17.

η(X) = −

u·

1
u

· log
log n

1
u

log u1
(log 1 − log u)
log u
=
=−
=
log n
log n
log n

(5.17)

We now solve Equation 5.17 for the number of entry points utilized, expressed by Equation 5.19
where b is the log base.

η(X)

u = bη(X)·log n = blog n

= nη(X)

(5.18)

Since information due to independent events is additive Shannon (1948), we use a linear equation to
model the relationship between normalized entropy and the number of entry points utilized, where
normalized entropy is the x-coordinate and the number of entry points utilized is the y-coordinate.
When normalized entropy is 0, only one entry point is utilized, so the equation contains the point
(0,1). When normalized entropy is 1, all entry points are utilized, so the equation contains the point
(1, n), where n is the total number of entry points. The slope of the equation is

(n−1)
(1−0)

= (n − 1)

and the offset of the equation is 1. Let EntryU til be the number of entry points utilized by the
concurrent data structure. The linear equation that models the number of entry points utilized is
expressed by Equation 5.19.

EntryU til = (n − 1) · η(X) + 1

(5.19)

The general equation for speedup of a multiprocessor program is provided in Equation 5.24.

speedup =

sequential execution time
concurrent execution time
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(5.20)

Let m be the execution time of a method call. Let op be the total number of method calls to
be invoked on the concurrent data structure. Let p be the number of processes. The sequential
execution time is op · m. Assume that the number of utilized entry points is less than or equal to
the number of processes. Since method calls that access different entry points run in parallel in the
optimal scenario, the minimum achievable concurrent execution time is

1
u

· op · m. The theoretical

speedup is expressed by Equation 5.25.

theoretical speedup =

1
u

op · m
= u (u ≤ p)
· op · m

(5.21)

The term u in Equation 5.25 is replaced by Equation 5.19 to quantify the theoretical speedup in
relation to normalized entropy when the number of entry points is less than or equal to the number
of processes, expressed by Equation 5.22.

theoretical speedup = nη(X) (n ≤ p)

(5.22)

If normalized entropy is 1, then the theoretical speedup equals the theoretical maximum number of
entry points, which is the maximum inversion count. If normalized entropy is 0, then the theoretical
speedup equals 1. The theoretical speedup is often not achieved in practice due to the overhead
of concurrency synchronization and interactions of caches and pipelines, which we demonstrate
in Section 6. However, computing theoretical speedup is still useful for choosing a correctness
condition in the design and optimization of a concurrent data structure.
Now let’s assume that the number of entry points exceeds that number of processes. Since the
total number of entry points will be accessed
points utilized is n ·

p
n

p
n

fraction of the time, the maximum number of entry

= p. The theoretical speedup in relation to normalized entropy when the
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number of entry points exceeds the number of processes is expressed by Equation 5.23.

theoretical speedup = pη(X) (n > p)

(5.23)

We now derive the maximum speedup achievable by a concurrent data structure over the sequential
equivalent for a specified correctness condition. This measurement can be used in conjunction
with entropy to enable the designer to 1) analyze entropy and determine if performance gains can
be achieved by relaxing the correctness condition, and 2) compute the maximum speedup for a
correctness condition to determine how “relaxed” to make the correctness condition to achieve
the desired performance gains. Our calculations are based on the notion of an entry point which
denotes a unique memory location that a method call must touch to access the concurrent data
structure. For example, a queue has two entry points - the head and the tail. The general equation
for speedup of a multiprocessor program is provided in Equation 5.24.

speedup =

sequential execution time
concurrent execution time

(5.24)

Let m be the execution time of a method call. Let op be the total number of method calls to be
invoked on the concurrent data structure. The sequential execution time is op · m. Let N umEntryi
be the number of entry points into the concurrent data structure for method group i, where method
group i denotes one or more method types that access the same entry points. A method call
can only belong to one method group. Let fi be the fraction of method calls in method group i.
Assume that these entry points are fully utilized. Method calls that access different entry points can
run independently on different processors. The concurrent execution time for the method calls that
access the entry points quantified by N umEntryi is

fi
N umEntryi

·op·m. Since the overall concurrent

execution time is equivalent to the entry point that consumes the most amount of execution time,
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the speedup is expressed by Equation 5.25.

speedup =

op · m
fi
max( N umEntry
)
i

· op · m

=

1
fi
max( N umEntry
)
i

(5.25)

Now let’s assume that the entry points are not fully utilized (i.e., the number of entry points exceeds
that number of processes). Let n be the number of processes collaborating to invoke method calls
on the concurrent data structure. Let M axEntry be the maximum number of entry points into
the concurrent data structure. Since the entry points for method group i will only be utilized
n
M axEntry

fraction of the concurrent execution time, the speedup for partial utilization is expressed

by Equation 5.26.

speedup =

1
max( N umEntryfii·

n
M axEntry

)

, n < M axEntry

(5.26)

The correlations between entropy, correctness, and observed performance as derived from our
empirical analysis is provided in Section 6.
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CHAPTER 6: EXPERIMENTAL EVALUATION

We measure the entropy for concurrent stacks, queues, and sets presented in literature and correlate
the entropy metric with correctness and performance. Experiments were run on an AMD® EPYC®
server of 2GHz clock speed and 128GB memory, with 32 cores delivering a maximum of 64
simultaneous multi-threads. The operating system is Ubuntu 18.04 LTS and code is compiled with
gcc 7.3.0 using -O3 optimizations.

Experiment Design

Memory is pre-allocated to separate execution overhead from the entropy measurement. The thread
counts vary from 1 to 32. The experiments comprise various configurations of producer/consumer
interleavings. Each testing configuration includes 1000 iterations of 100 producer invocations followed by 100 consumer invocations. We do not use a global barrier to guarantee that all threads
have completed their producer invocations prior to starting their consumer invocations. This would
have the potential for creating cache misses and would introduce thread idle time into the experiment.
The probability mass function is constructed by assigning an expected order to each method call
according to invocation order. The number of inversions is counted using Equation 5.10 or Equation 5.11 and the probability distribution is computed using Equation 5.13. The Shannon entropy
is computed using Equation 5.14.
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Figure 6.1: Inversion events X(item) and distribution P(X) for concurrent stacks, 32 and 64 threads,
100 iterations of 1000 pushes followed by 1000 pops

Results

Stack Results

The stacks evaluated in the experiment include the Treiber stack ?, Elimination Backoff Stack
(EBS) Hendler et al. (2004b), and QStack Cook et al. (2019). The raw inversion data at 31 threads
for the stacks is shown in Figure 6.3a. The probability distribution of the inversion events at 31
threads with 1000 iterations of 100 pushes, 100 pops is shown in Figure 6.3b. The EBS and
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Figure 6.2: Queue results, 100 iterations of 1000 pushes followed by 1000 pops.

Treiber stack are linearizable, while the QStack is designed for the quantifiability correctness condition Cook et al. (2019). Quantifiability allows method calls to be out of order with respect to
real-time order.
Despite the allowable reordering of method calls permitted by quantifiability, the Treiber stack and
EBS observe approximately the same number of inversion totals as the QStack. The inversion total
for the Treiber stack is attributed to high contention on the stack top. The inversion total for EBS
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Figure 6.3: Stack results, 1000 iterations of 100 pushes followed by 100 pops.
is due to the collision array that allows pairs of pushes and pops to meet in a separate location and
eliminate each other’s effects to reduce contention on the top of the stack. Method calls may wait
in the collision array for some period of time prior to being eliminated which leads to inversion
events due to deviations from invocation order. Since the inversion totals for the EBS are due
to contention avoidance rather than unpredictable CAS failures, the observed inversion events for
EBS are concentrated between 48 and 96. As a result, the EBS has the lowest entropy measurement
of 0.5175 since the inversion events are more predictable than the QStack and Treiber stack. The
QStack has the most uniform probability distribution, yielding the highest entropy measurement of
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0.734. The Treiber stack has a probability distribution similar to the QStack, yielding the second
highest entropy measurement of 0.7161.
The entropy measured for thread counts varying from 1 to 32 at 1000 iterations of 100 pushes,
100 pops is shown in Figure 6.3c. As expected, the entropy increases as the thread count increases
since larger thread counts introduce more unpredictability in the method call ordering. The general
trend over all thread counts is that the QStack has the highest entropy, the Treiber stack has the
second highest entropy, and the EBS has the lowest entropy.
The performance of the stack data structures is shown in Figure 6.3d. The EBS outperforms
the Treiber stack at all thread counts. The QStack has linear speedup with respect to the thread
count. The QStack surpasses the Treiber stack at 3 threads and surpasses the EBS at 10 threads.
Since the EBS entropy is lower than the Treiber entropy, it is clear that lower entropy indicates
better performance for linearizable data structures due to lower contention causing fewer operation
delays. However, the QStack has the highest entropy and also the best performance. This is caused
by the QStack creating new branches for the top of the stack when contention is experienced.
The QStack is leveraging the unpredictability in method call ordering due to high contention by
diverting threads to other data structure access points.

Queue Results

The queues evaluated in the experiment include the Michael–Scott queue Michael and Scott (1995),
CC-queue Fatourou and Kallimanis (2012), and LCR-queue Morrison and Afek (2013). Entropy
instrumentations are built on top of an ACM verified open source queue benchmark Yang and
Mellor-Crummey (2016). The probability distribution of the inversion events at 31 threads with
1000 iterations of 100 enqueues, 100 dequeues is shown in Figure 6.4b and the raw inversion in
Figure 6.4a. The Michael–Scott queue, CC-queue, and LCR-queue are linearizable.
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Figure 6.4: Queue results, 1000 iterations of 100 pushes followed by 100 pops.

The LCR-queue has the highest throughput and also maintains an entropy comparable to the CCqueue. The inversion total for the CC-queue is less than the inversion total for the Michael–Scott
queue because the CC-queue uses a flat combining technique Hendler et al. (2010) that enables the
thread that acquires a lock to perform all pending requests that require access to this lock. Since
the requests are performed in the same order in which the requests were atomically swapped into
the request list, the majority of the observed inversions events are 5 or less. The Michael–Scott
queue has a uniform probability distribution over inversion events of 0 to 32 due to unpredictable
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method call ordering caused by high contention at the head and tail.
The entropy measured for thread counts varying from 1 to 32 at 1000 iterations of 100 enqueues,
100 dequeues is shown in Figure 6.4c. The CC-queue experiences the fewest inversions and the
inversion values are predictable due to the flat combining technique. As a result, the entropy for the
CC-queue is the lowest of the three studied here. Figure 6.4d shows the throughtput versus thread
count for the queues. The CC-queue outperforms the Michael–Scott queue, and the LCR-queue
outperforms both the CC-queue and Michael–Scott queue. This corresponds with our observation
that lower entropy can yield higher performance for linearizable data structures.

Set/Map Results

The sets/maps evaluated in the experiment include the Fraser skiplist Fraser (2004), a lock-free
hash map Michael (2002), and a lazy list Heller et al. (2005). The Fraser skiplist, lock-free hash
map, and lazy list are all linearizable. Figure ?? shows the probability distribution of the inversion
events at 2 threads with 100 iterations of 1000 adds, 1000 removes. The lazy list experiences the
highest inversion total due to the delays caused by re-traversal of the list upon failing validation
after lock acquisition. The lock-free hash map experiences fewer inversions than the lazy list because the chance for a re-traversal on a CAS failure is lower since method calls may operate in
different lists in the map. The Fraser skiplist observes the lowest inversion total because the logarithmic search time results in lower contention. The entropy for the Fraser skiplist is significantly
lower than the entropy for the lock-free hash map and lazy list because the majority of the observed
inversion events for the Fraser skiplist are 0 inversions.
Figure ?? shows the probability distribution of the inversion events at 4 threads with 100 iterations
of 1000 adds, 1000 removes. The inversion totals for the lock-free hash map and lazy list are
approximately equivalent due to increased contention with additional threads. The entropy mea100

sured for the Fraser skiplist, lock-free hash map, and the lazy list is similar since the distribution
of inversion events is approximately equivalent.
Figure ?? shows the probability distribution of the inversion events at 4 threads, 33 threads, and 61
threads. The number of possible keys in the set is 64 and the percentage of read operations is 80%.
The 61 thread configuration experiences the highest inversion total due to a high probability that
two threads will concurrently attempt to access the same key. The 4 thread configuration observes
the lowest inversion total due to a low probability that two threads will concurrently attempt to
access the same key. The normalized entropy for the 4 thread configuration is significantly lower
than the entropy for the 33 thread configuration and 61 thread configuration because the majority
of the observed inversion events are 0 inversions. The 61 thread configuration experiences the
highest normalized entropy due to a larger variance in observed inversion counts in comparison to
the 4 thread configuration and 33 thread configuration. The number of entry points utilized for the
61 thread configuration as computed by Equation 5.19 is 10.261, indicating that the entry points
are not fully utilized. This result is expected because the overall contention on the key accesses is
low since there are 64 possible keys may be accessed by each of 61 threads and only 20% of the
operations involve a write. Since reads are commutative, only read/write or write/write conflicts
require synchronization. Performance improvements can be achieved by increasing the workload
to maximize the entry point utilization.

Set Results

The set evaluated in the experiment include the Fraser skiplist Fraser (2004), hand-over-hand list
(hoh-list) Herlihy and Shavit (2012b), a lock-free list Fomitchev and Ruppert (2004), and a lazy
list Heller et al. (2005). Since set operations on different keys are commutative, the total number
of inversions observed for sets is much lower than the total number of inversions observed for
stacks or queues. The probability for the 0 inversion event is not shown in the plots for the set data
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because it diminishes the visibility of the trends of the probabilities for the remaining inversion
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Figure 6.5: Synchrobench set data structure results.
Figure 6.5a shows the probability distribution of the inversion events at 32 keys, 80% read operations, and various thread counts for the hoh-list. The normalized entropy is the lowest for the 8
thread configuration at 0.0491. The normalized entropy is the highest for the 64 thread configuration at 0.1288. The majority of the inversion events for all thread configurations is 0 inversions.
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The 80% read configuration causes very little synchronization overhead, resulting in very few inversions. Figure 6.5b shows the probability distribution of the inversion events at 32 keys, 32
threads, and various read percentages for the hoh-list. The 80% read configuration obtains the
lowest entropy at 0.1287 since a larger percentages of reads leads to very few inversions. The 60%
read configuration obtains the highest entropy at 0.1397.
Figure 6.5c shows the entropy versus thread count at 32 keys, 80% reads for the lazy list, hohlist, lock-free list, and Fraser skiplist. The Fraser skiplist has the lowest entropy since operations
quickly traverse the list through shortcuts, minimizing method call delays. The lock-free list entropy is higher than the Fraser skiplist because the backlink traversal varies between each operation
depending on the number of nodes to be traversed to arrive at a node not flagged for deletion. The
hoh-list entropy is slightly higher than the lock-free list because the hoh-list locks both the predecessor and current node, eliminating the need to retraverse the list. The lazy list has the highest
entropy because it optimistically traverses the list without acquiring locks and if a conflict exists
with lock acquisition it will retraverse the list, leading to long method call delays.
Figure 6.5d shows the throughput versus thread count at 32 keys, 80% reads for the lazy list, hohlist, lock-free skiplist, and Fraser skiplist. The lock-free list has the best performance because the
backlinks enable quick recovery on a failed CAS. Although the lazy list has the highest entropy,
it performs better than the hoh-list because the hoh-list incurs high overhead due to locking the
predecessor and current node for each traversed node. Since all method calls endure this overhead,
the hoh-list method call order is closer to the invocation order than the lazy list.

Correlations between Entropy, Correctness, and Performance

The entropy metric provides different insights for different correctness conditions. For linearizable data structures, lower entropy corresponds to better performance. This occurs because high
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contention causes unpredictable method call ordering which yields high entropy. High inversion
totals do not necessarily correspond to unpredictable method call ordering. For example, the EBS
has a collision array that provides multiple entry points to reduce contention on the stack top when
contention is high. The EBS has high inversion totals but low entropy because the collision array
buffers pending operations during periods of high contention, making the inversion events predictable. Although low inversion totals are an indication of low contention in linearizable data
structures, low inversion totals also imply that method calls are being filtered through a sequential
bottleneck to achieve method call orderings that are close to invocation order. However, a method
call ordering that is close to the invocation order can be an indication of efficient resource management (e.g. the LCR queue) since method calls that wait to acquire resources will cause deviations
from invocation order.
For non-linearizable data structures, high entropy to corresponds to better performance. Since
correctness conditions that allow methods to be called out of order with respect to real-time order
can support multiple entry points into the data structure to reduce contention, unpredictable method
call ordering is an indication of full utilization of the entry points. Data structure performance can
be maximized by adding additional entry points as permitted by the constraints of the correctness
condition.

Case Study: k-FIFO Queue

Our case study demonstrates how to use the entropy metric to reveal insights on the relationship between correctness and performance at various values of k for the unbounded k-FIFO queue Kirsch
et al. (2013). The unbounded k-FIFO queue maintains an unbounded list of segments of size k,
allowing up to k concurrent enqueue and k dequeue operations.
Figure 6.6a shows the probability distribution of the inversion events at the k = 1 configuration,
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Figure 6.6: Distributions P(X) and entropies for kFIFO queue.
which is equivalent to a linearizable FIFO queue, with 1000 iterations of 100 enqueues, 100 dequeues. The k = 1 configuration at 1 thread is equivalent to a sequential queue, so the entropy is
0. The entropy increases as the number of threads increases due to high contention on the head
and tail. The 32 thread configuration obtain the highest entropy at 0.4706. Applying Equation 5.22
with two entry points (the head and the tail), the theoretical speedup is 20.4706 = 1.39. Regardless
of the number of threads operating on the queue at k = 1, the maximum theoretical speedup is
capped at 2. This indicates that a relaxed correctness condition is required to achieve a higher
speedup.
Figure 6.6b shows the probability distribution of the inversion events at 32 threads with 1000
iterations of 100 enqueues, 100 dequeues. When the number of threads is increased to 32, the
entropy is approximately equivalent for all configurations of k. This occurs because the contention
at the head and tail causes the inversions to be nearly as high as 32 for all values of k due to
the possibility for 32 overlapping method calls. Figure 6.7a maps the entropy over the full range
of K and N . Consistent with the probability distributions in Figure 6.6a and Figure 6.6b, the
entropy is high where either K or N approach the upper limit of 32. The case study shows how
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Figure 6.7: Heatmaps over K,N for kFIFO queue case study.
entropy is a useful metric for multi-core programmers and system architects. Equation 5.23 for
theoretical speedup is applicable to the k-FIFO because the number of entry points is greater than
the number of threads. However, Figure 6.7b shows that the actual speedup is much lower than
the theoretical speedup. Selecting the optimal thread count N and relaxation of semantics K is a
trade-off between the desired speedup and required correctness guarantees.
The methodology we propose is to use entropy and performance data together with application
specific requirements to find the optimal performance entropy mix, which we define as the data
structure efficacy.
For example, application “A” may require a FIFO queue with low entropy, say less than 0.25.
Searching the performance map where entropy is less than 0.25, we find the highest value (1.85
ops per microsecond) is found at N = 4, K = 6. For application “A” the k-FIFO queue should use
these parameters.
Application “B” might be more flexible and seek the highest performance while being able to
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tolerate relaxed semantics that result in high entropy. The formula used in Figure 6.7c is

Efficacy = T hroughput · (1 − Entropy 0.5 )

(6.1)

This formula models the trade-off between maximum throughput and minimum entropy. The
efficacy map shows a “sweet spot” at K = 20, N = 10 with the optimal efficacy of 1.2 yielding
3.12 ops per microsecond. These parameters achieve significant speedup with an acceptable level
of disorder, given the requirements for application “B”. Other formulas could be used based on the
application. This would change the optimal value but the methodology of performance / entropy
trade-off is fundamental to relaxed semantics.
The normalized entropy as k is increased converges to 0.5. This occurs because the experiment
calls 100 enqueues, followed by 100 dequeues. Since only half of the entry points are utilized
at any given time, normalized entropy converges to 0.5 yielding an approximate 50% entry point
utilization.
Figure ?? shows the raw inversion data at 16 threads. Figure ?? shows the probability distribution
of the inversion events at 16 threads with 1000 iterations of 100 enqueues, 100 dequeues. When
the number of threads is increased to 16, the entropy is approximately equivalent for the k = 1
configuration and k = 16 configuration. This occurs because the k = 1 configuration causes
high contention at the head and tail, causing the inversion events to be as high as 16 due to the
possibility for 16 overlapping method calls. The k = 32 configuration retains the highest entropy
measurement of 4.98 · 10−5 .
Figure ?? shows the entropy measurements for thread counts varying from 1 to 32 at 1000 iterations of 100 enqueues, 100 dequeues. The entropy for the k = 1 configuration significantly
increases as the thread counts increase. At 16 threads, the entropy for the k = 1 configuration be-
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comes approximately equal to the entropy for k = 16. As the thread counts increase to 32 threads,
the entropy measurements for the k = 1, k = 16, and k = 32 configurations converge to approximately 5.5 · 10−5 . Such results indicate that the unpredictability of the method call orderings is
approximately equivalent for 32 threads at the k = 1, k = 16, and k = 32 configurations, which
motivates selecting the value of k based on the maximum computed speedup. The performance
results for the k-FIFO queue with various k settings is shown in Figure ??. As expected, increasing the value of k increases the method call throughput. As the k-FIFO queue demonstrates, high
entropy correlates with high performance when the data structure adds additional entry points to
mitigate spots of high contention.
We now analyze the theoretical speedup for the k = 16 and k = 32 configurations at 16 threads.
Since the k-FIFO queue allows up to k enqueues and k dequeues to run in parallel, the k = 16
configuration has 32 entry points and the k = 32 configuration has 64 entry points. Equation 5.23
is applicable to both configurations k = 16 and k = 32 because the number of entry points is
greater than the number of threads.
We assume a 50% enqueue, 50% dequeue method call distribution, so fi = 0.5. For the k = 16
configuration, N umEntryi is 16 because the maximum number of method calls that can run in
parallel is 16 for either enqueue or dequeue, and M axEntry is 32. The maximum speedup for the
k = 16 configuration is computed in Equation 6.3.

speedup(50%enqueue, 50%dequeue) =

1
0.5
16
16· 32

= 16

(6.2)

The normalized entropy for the k = 16 configuration is 0.434. The theoretical speedup for the
k = 16 configuration is computed in Equation 6.3.

theoretical speedup = ((16 − 1) · 0.434 + 1)· = 7.51
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(6.3)

For the k = 32 configuration, N umEntryi is 32 because the maximum number of method calls
that can run in parallel is 32 for either enqueue or dequeue, and M axEntry is 64. The maximum
speedup for the k = 32 configuration is computed in Equation 6.5.

speedup(50%enqueue, 50%dequeue) =

1
0.5
16
32· 64

= 16

(6.4)

For both the k = 16 and k = 32 configuration, the maximum speedup is 16 with 16 threads
running concurrently. Based on the entropy metric, it is advised to use the k = 16 configuration
for 16 concurrent threads since there is less unpredictability in method call ordering in comparison
to the k = 32 configuration.
The normalized entropy for the k = 32 configuration is 0.498. The theoretical speedup for the
k = 32 configuration is computed in Equation 6.5.

theoretical speedup = ((16 − 1) · 0.498 + 1) = 8.47

(6.5)

Since the theoretical speedup of the k = 32 configuration is greater than the theoretical speedup of
the k = 16 configuration, it is advised to use the k = 32 configuration for 16 concurrent threads.
We now analyze the maximum speedup for the k = 16 and k = 32 configurations at 32 threads.
Since the k-FIFO queue allows up to k enqueues and k dequeues to run in parallel, the k =
16 configuration has 32 entry points and the k = 32 configuration has 64 entry points. The
normalized entropy for the k = 16 configuration is 0.4488. Equation 5.22 is applicable to the
k = 16 configuration because the total number of entry points is equal to the number of threads.
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The theoretical speedup for the k = 16 configuration is computed in Equation 6.7.

speedup(50%enqueue, 50%dequeue) =

1

= 32

(6.6)

theoretical speedup = (32 − 1) · 0.4488 + 1 = 14.91

(6.7)

0.5
32
16· 32

The normalized entropy for the k = 32 configuration is 0.4839. Equation 5.23 is applicable to the
k = 32 configuration because the total number of entry points exceeds the number of threads. The
theoretical speedup for the k = 32 configuration is computed in Equation 6.9.

speedup(50%enqueue, 50%dequeue) =

1

= 32

(6.8)

theoretical speedup = (32 − 1) · 0.4839 + 1 = 16.00

(6.9)

0.5
32
32· 64

For both the k = 16 and k = 32 configuration, the maximum speedup is 32 with 32 threads
running concurrently. However, if the method call distribution is 100% enqueues, then fi = 1
and Equation 5.25 applies because all entry points are fully utilized. The speedup for the k = 16
configuration is computed in Equation 6.10.

speedup(100%enqueue) =
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1
1
16

= 16

(6.10)

The speedup for the k = 32 configuration is computed in Equation 6.11.

speedup(100%enqueue) =

1
1
32

= 32

(6.11)

Based on the theoretical speedup computed from normalized entropy, it is advised to use the k = 32
configuration for 32 concurrent threads since the additional entry points provide more opportunities
for reduced contention in comparison to the k = 16 configuration.
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CHAPTER 7: CONCLUSION

This chapter reviews how quantifiability brings new tools to concurrent systems programming.
The potential impact ranges from type theory to high performance computing. Quantifiability is
a construct that reasons about computer programs aligned with the way we reason about physical
systems.

Intuitive Representation of Concurrent Systems

Quantifiability’s vector space model provides an intuitive representation of concurrent systems that
captures program behavior in a purely concurrent environment. A vector space representation of a
concurrent history models the big picture, i.e. what goes into the system is what comes out of the
system. This intuition extends to thermodynamics, where concepts like conservation of energy and
entropy trends based on concurrent actors is applicable. System designers have a mathematical and
physical model that captures system behavior at a macro level, while allowing for the most minute
requirements to be specified where necessary. Vital parts of the system extension may require
strict order. In the context of quantifiability, ordering is a modifier on the system rather than a
fundamental law of correctness.

• Quantifiability improves performance in data structures with high contention
• Reduced contention leads to higher cpu utilization
• Performance can be easily traded for reduced entropy, or vice versa (reducing number of
branches, buckets, etc)
• Implementation are easy to reason about while designing. Less focus on specific ordering
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details or edge cases, more focus on the big picture (item goes in item comes out)
• Very effective in cases where strict correctness is not required

Relaxed Semantics

The vector space model described in Section 2 does not impose semantics or timing of the processes and method calls. Object behaviors in the vector space model are not restricted, except that
they must be conserved, and they must be assigned a value. Thus, quantifiability is not only a correctness condition for relaxed semantics but a model that is flexible and can be adapted to a variety
of systems. This definition of quantifiability allows system designers wide latitude to define the
expected (and correct) behavior by extension. This contrasts with the traditional semantics where
a serial history defines correct object behavior by intention.
Moving semantics from the correctness condition into the type system makes for better engineering. Semantics becomes a tuning parameter for performance optimization. The expected behavior
resulting from a concurrent system becomes stochastic, like most real world systems that have
many competing concurrent actors. Independent of quantifiability, parameters such as entropy
have been defined to measure how relaxed semantics can reduce contention and improve performance Cook et al. (2020).

Efficient Correctness Verification

Quantifiability possesses properties that substantially reduce the time complexity of concurrency
verification. Literature has proven that verifying the correctness of a concurrent history by comparing it to a legal sequential history is an NP-complete problem Papadimitriou (1979); Gibbons
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and Korach (1997) for serializability, linearizability, and sequential consistency. Since quantifiability does not place an ordering constraint on method calls due to real-time order of method calls
or data structure semantics, the need to enumerate the possible legal sequential histories based on
overlapping method calls is eliminated. This simplification enables an approach that represents a
concurrent history in vector space and determines program correctness using linear algebra. The
analysis of a concurrent history in vector space can be performed in polynomial time, a significant
improvement over the time required to determine equivalence to a legal sequential history. Furthermore, the time required to verify quantifiability is linear with respect to the number of object/item
combinations since verification is performed simply by checking that each element of the vector
representing the sum of the method call vectors is greater than or equal to zero.

Resource Utilization

Quantifiability allows method calls to be reordered with respect to real-time ordering at the application level. This allows processes to continue working without their actions being considered
incorrect. Processes need not block waiting for other objects to respond and may do other work out
of order. It is up to system designers to decide if the behavior is acceptable. Resource allocation
is a significant bottleneck in many areas such as high performance computing Tsafrir et al. (2005);
Gaussier et al. (2015); Gibbons (1997).

Potential Impacts of Quantifiability: The Vision

The concepts introduced in quantifiability have many practical applications, including verification
at scale, verification of other correctness conditions, correctness verification in type theory, and the
design and implementation of a variety of quantifiable data structures.
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Applications of the Vector Space Model

The vector space model enables correctness verification to be accelerated using the Graphics Processing Unit (GPU). Rather than sequentially iterating through each element of the vector representing the sum of the method call vectors to check that the element is greater than or equal to zero,
a parallel-for loop can be applied to the loop to distribute the computation to the GPU cores. The
GPU acceleration can reduce the correctness verification time complexity of a concurrent history
to near constant time.
The efficiency of the vector space model for correctness verification makes it highly desirable to be
applied to other correctness conditions. The challenge with verifying correctness of a concurrent
history represented in vector space for other correctness conditions is that the presented vector
space model does not account for real-time method call ordering or data structure semantics. This
extension can be facilitated by adding a priority system to the vector value assignments using
the geometric series described in Section 2. When an item is produced in a data structure, it is
initially given a vector value assignment of 1. If an item is determined to have a lesser priority
than another item to be removed from the data structure based on method call ordering or data
structure semantics, it is demoted by subtracting

1
,
2j

where j is the demotion count. Once an item

is consumed from the data structure, it must promote all items that were previously demoted due
to this item by adding

1
,
2j

where j is the promotion count. Similar to quantifiability, a concurrent

history is considered correct for other correctness conditions in the vector space model if each
element of the vector representing the sum of the method call vectors is greater than or equal to
zero.
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Pure Quantifiable Data Structures

Quantifiability can be incorporated into data structure design to achieve high-performance. Lockfree and wait-free data structures beyond queues and stacks could use quantifiability as the designed correctness condition to reduce contention on data structure “hot spots.” Transactional data
structures designed using the quantifiability correctness condition could benefit from relaxed semantics for operations within a transaction to achieve performance gains. Quantifiability could
also be incorporated into durable data structure design to improve performance by substantially
reducing the frequency of cache line flush and barrier instructions.

Advances in Type Theory

One of the motivations of type theory is to help write correct programs. Using type theory in a
constructive, programmatic way to verify other programs has a long history. The first systematic approach derived a verification language from type theory and applied it Nordström et al.
(1990). The Curry–Howard isomorphism Curry et al. (1958); Howard (1980) connected type theory to logic. Dynamic types were introduced to enable types in a program to be determined at
runtime Henglein (1994), while dependent types allow function types to change based on the arguments Augustsson (1998). Recent research proposes method call behavior McBride (2014);
Gariano et al. (2019) and quantitative information Bucciarelli et al. (2017) to be embedded in a
type system.
Looking forward, there are several reasons why quantifiability is suitable for concurrent correctness
in a type system.
First, the conservation principle of quantifiablility enforces invariants required for correct type
system implementations. For example, conditional pop is not consistent with formal definitions
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of the stack abstract data type where pop on an empty stack throws an error Guttag (1976) or
a signal Liskov and Wing (1994). The semantics of these exceptions were once taken seriously
Gogolla et al. (1984). Invariants prevented exceptions, and there was “no guarantee” of the result
if they were violated Zaremski and Wing (1995). The conditional pop can be traced to the literature
on performance Badrinath and Ramamritham (1987), where the requirement to handle errors and
check invariants is ignored. Conditional semantics remain prevalent in recent work, extending to
proofs of correctness allowing two different linearization points with respect to the same method
calls Amit et al. (2007).
Allowing a stack pop to conditionally return null is not merely a convenience for performance
benchmarks. Altering the semantics of pop to return null is as significant as changing the order in
which items are returned. Imagine the task of debugging even a simple sequential process if the
result of method calls defined inside the program were conditional upon events occurring outside
the program. For example, define x- as a method λx.(x − 1), which a process calls respecting the
invariant that x>0. But suppose that the method occasionally returns null and fails to decrement x.
This is analogous to the behavior of a concurrent stack with a conditional pop.
Type theory supports the view that conditional semantics, although permissible, alter the method
just as fundamentally as other semantic changes. A well-cited formal definition of an abstract
data type confirms this Zaremski and Wing (1995), representing both the empty stack invariant
and the ordering of return values for pop as subtypes of an unordered “bag” of items. Each is a
separate concern, explicitly implemented within a type system. Quantifiability also asserts this
with a natural affinity to type theory.
Second, the counting principle of quantifiabilty makes it inherently non-idempotent, unlike other
concurrent correctness conditions. Recalling the canonical object examples in Section ?? every
read is counted as a change to the system state. The vector space model can be used with different
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value assignment schemes appropriate to the concurrent system, in all cases the effect of each
method call has some value (Principle 2) and is conserved (Principle 1).
We arrived at quantifiability seeking a definition of concurrent correctness that was mathematically
sound and which did not rely on a sequential history. In recent research we find that type theory
has been moving in the same direction. Insights from type theory become part of programming
type systems and languages, the tools of the trade. Additional complexity of these tools and their
artifacts cause trade-offs around verification scope, performance and programmer productivity that
guide language design Brady (2020). Our system model with vector space properties, conservation
and non-idempotence should prove useful in type implementations for concurrent correctness, such
as quantitative types.
Third, our vector space model of concurrent systems can easily be assimilated into the toolkit of
practitioners concerned with correctness. Linear algebra is part of the education of every computer scientist and engineer. Type-based correctness tools and languages will benefit from greater
acceptance and the community developing them will grow.
With tensor processors widely available, the vector space model of concurrent computation can be
implemented efficiently on real computers. Program analysis will become easier and faster. This
will help verification tools to scale. Given the dependence of quantum computing on linear algebra, our vector space model of concurrent computation is likely to adapt well to future computer
architectures.

Conclusion

This dissertation introduced a new correctness condition, quantifiability, that is compositional without dependence upon timing or data structure semantics and is free of inherent locking or waiting.
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The expression of quantifiability in a linear algebra model allows for reduced verification time
complexity, elegant type implementation, and tensor based calculations. The relaxed semantics
permitted by quantifiability allow for significant performance gains through contention avoidance
in the implementation of concurrent systems.
Quantifiability is a new concurrent correctness condition compatible with drivers of scalability:
architecture, semantics and complexity. Quantifiability is compositional without dependence upon
timing or data structure semantics and is free of inherent locking or waiting. The convenient
expression of quantifiability in a linear algebra model offers the promise of reduced verification
time complexity and powerful abstractions to facilitate concurrent programming innovation. The
relaxed semantics permitted by quantifiability allow for significant performance gains through contention avoidance in the implementation of concurrent data structures. Entropy can be applied to
evaluate the tradeoff between relaxed semantics and performance.
In order to bring quantifiable data structures to life and put them in context of the state of the art,
entropy is formulated as the first metric for multiprocessor programs that correlates correctness
and performance. Entropy brings new insights into the analysis of concurrent data structures by
providing a measurement for the efficiency of the data structure entry points. To assist designers
with determining the trade-offs between correctness and performance, we derive an equation that
characterizes the relationship between entropy, correctness, and theoretical speedup. This equation
enables a quantitative approach for comparing the theoretical speedup for different correctness
conditions.
We show experimental results measuring entropy for concurrent stacks, queues, and sets and show
that there is a relationship between entropy, correctness, and performance. Our observation is that
lower entropy corresponds to better performance for strict correctness conditions because method
calls that efficiently access a data structure experience few delays and observe a method call or-
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dering close to invocation order. Higher entropy corresponds to better performance for relaxed
correctness conditions because the allowable out of order method call execution enables the processes to uniformly distribute their work among the memory location access points of the data
structure.
Our case study demonstrates how to use the entropy metric to select the optimal thread count and k
value for the k-FIFO queue by plotting efficacy, which finds a balance between maximum throughput and minimum entropy. The experimental evaluation and case study motivate the adoption of
relaxed correctness conditions that are demonstrated to be scalable using entropy.
Quantifiability models a system where a vast number of things happen at once so imposing microscopic order on them is futile. Quantifiability relaxes control over order to allow threads to achieve
high performance and uses entropy as a measure of disorder that can be tuned to the application.
At the same time, every request is conserved and receives a meaningful response. This approach
is suitable for many parallel and distributed systems of the future.
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